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One person, Mrs. Nina Fox of
Murray Route Seven, suffered
injuries in a two car collision on
Saturday at 5:20 p.m. at the
intersection of Math and 8th
Streets according to the report
filed by the investigating officers of the Murray Police
Department.
Mrs. Fox, a passenger in one
of the cars, was treated for an
injury of the right leg at the
emergency of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Cars involved were a 1967
Ford four door hardtop driven
by James Wilbur Thurman of
503 Broad Street, Murray, and
a 1964 Chevrolet station wagon
driven by Prince Lee Fox of
Murray Route Seven.
Police said Thurman, going
south on 8th Street, failed to see
the Fox car going emit on Main
Street and the cars collided.
Damage to the Thurman car
was ea the right aide and to the
Fox car on the.front-Pirt.- -Another traffic collision at.
9:25 a.m. Saturday at the intersection of Sycamore and
„South -12th.-Streets.- was inVestigated by the City POlIce
but no injuries were listed, on
the report.
Involved were a 1972 Oldsmobile four d6or 98 driven by
James Elmo Lawrence of 1105
Poplar Street, Murray, and a
1968 Pontiac two door Firebird
driven by Martha Moseley Nash
4_ .303 _Nerth 16th Street,
Murray.
Police said Mrs. Nash, going
south of 12th Street, told them
the traffic light turned yellow
and she thought she could make
it through the intersection, but
collided with the Lawrence car
going west on Sycamore Street.
Damage to the Oldsmobile
Was on the front end and to the
Pontiac on the right side.

Over 500 Attend
Speech Meet Here
Larry England, Calloway
The Nathan B. Stubblefield
Invitational Speech tournament coach, presented the first place
was held in Murray this past debate trophy to Montgomery
Bell Academy from Clarksville,
Saturday.
The Murray High Speech Club Tenn. Second place went to
sponsored the tournament Union County.
which attracted over 500
Ron Beshear, coach for
students from 35 schools across
Murray High, presented the
Kentucky and Tennessee. The
individual awards which went
overflow crowd filled the new
to a total of 22 different schools.
Murray High with the speech" .
Beshear expressed aiiir
and interpretation events.
,The Calloway County _Speach-preciation ta the different-Club hosted the debate betwe.n Murray resictents who wows_
34 different teams at their kind enough to give up a day at
school,
their free time to help out in the
Capturing top honors in the judging. "These Murray people
competition were Russellville, are the ones who made it
Memphis
White Station, possible for us to make the
Memphis Kingsberry, Henry tournament such a success,"
Beshear said.
County, and Madisonville.
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Approximately four thousand
persons attended the opening
nission of SPIRENO, Spiritual
Revolution Now, held Sunday at
7:30 p.m. at the Murray State
University Flelcihouse.
This is a special evangelistic
rally being held each evening at
7:30 at the Fielclhouse featuring
Richard Hogue,the "3 in 1" soft
rodralk.antu:sift.Hodges,
song leader and soloist.
Hogue and his team have
gained national attention for
their work with the Jesus
Revolution in the southwestern
United States.
A spokesman for the Youth
Concerned For Christ at
Murray State University,
sponsor of the SPIRENO, said
the.. response of persons
following the rally was very
good. Counsel was given those,
PEKING,WHERE NIXON WILL HOLD TALKS-A large poster of Mao Tse-Tung, Chinese Cesgundat chairman, is displayed on
persons by the trained counamaiiien allowed to visit
a street in Peking.This photo was taken by John Roderick of the Associated Press, one of three
selors following the rally.
laPeking, will talks
China with the U.S. table tennis team in April, 1971. President Nixon and his wife will begin their
. Hogiie-and his- group will
-- 1AP Wirephoto /
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Lawrence Foster has outgrown known maker-Gasper Lothy:ungNewpeoYploersk,
Detroit, Mich.
his child prodigy
Pwhiaslharmwinnoingnic
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray: 5.35 per week, $1.52 per
ren" he says.
month, 518.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
He's no longer the five-yearOn airplane trips "I fight to concert series in Manhattan at
=3C-I
57.50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
old boy who sat down,,,,at the pi- get-46,an the plane free" rather age 13.
per year. more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year All mall
subscriptions plus 5-percent state tax.
LUZ for hours and deligEted than check it as baggage," he
-It was a real honor," he
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
music teachers and family says. "But sometimes I have to says. "Leonard Bernstein (one
as Second class
friends,
pay for a seat for it, but then I of the judges) ran down,
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
as
a
eelHis
first
appearance
jumped up and told rue I was
ask
for another dinner."
Newspaper
integrity
of
its
is the
list with the North Shore SymPerhaps the greatest cellist the winner and that he wanted
phony near Chicago was eight Lawrence has played for is 95- me to play."
MONDAY-FEBRUARY 14, 1972
years ago.
year-old Pablo Cassels.
The young cellist did the folNew 17, the blonde haired,
He enjoys playing the music lowing year with the New York
friendly young man who corn- of Dvorak, Beethoven and Philharmonic in, Lincoln Canposer Leonard Bernstein has Tchaikovsky noting "each of ter.
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
called "an authentic genius" is them have their strong points."
While Mrs. Foster wanted her
one of the world's most talentHas a different way of life son to be a doctor, Lawrence
Miss Janet Like, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Like of
ed cellists,
says that if he hadn't taken up
changed him?
Kirksey, is one of the four top 4-H members from the state of
He has performed with sym"No, I don't think so," he the cello he would probably like
Kentucky chosen to attend the national 4-H Conference in
phonies in New York, Chicago, says. "I love traveling, meeting to be a lawyer.
Washington, D.C., April 21-27.
Detroit, Pittsburgh and Hous- people and talking with them."
The future?
Deaths reported are Mrs. Vernie Sims, age 76, and Coy 0.
ton.
"To do about 60 concerts a
"I have a lot of friends in
Williams, age 58, both on February 12,and Sedley Walk agt*,
The son of a chemical engi- school but many of them don't year," he says. "That's what I
on February 10.
Lawrence grew up in the-17-Coee•
look forward to."
- eliend what I'm doing."
Miss Jacquie Johnson of hturrariligh'Schocil and atudsit-e1-Chicago suburb of Oak Park
-Mrs. Betty Scott, was first prize winner in the high school art
like other normal boys.
contest sponsored by the Creative Arts Department of the Murray
He rode ponies, had a dog,
Woman's Club.
got good marks in school and
Miss Nancy Roberts, daughter of Mrs. Ruby Roberts, has
played baseball.
received a commission as a Kentucky Colonel which was
But from five on his life was
presented in person by Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt last week while he
directed more and more towas on a visit in Murray.
wards music.
No other family members,
illIKUTIVE VICE P111108NI
except his older sister, Sonya,
,59V014ffn Stotts Industrial Council
and his Norwegian great grandLEDGER•TIMES FILE
father who both played the vioRALPH NADER: SUPERSTAR
lin, advanced very far musiU. Ivan Lamb,son of Gus Lamb and the late Mrs. Lamb, has
Ralph Nader began his career as a gadfly of industry who won
cally. But there always was a
been seriously wounded in Korea, accordingto word received by
love for music in the Goster _.5Peadlines for his allegations of defects in a rear-engine
his father. lie was w.euntied on February 6 after having been 00
• -- •
hciusehold andi,UnirrenCelais -1=IlitOMOhile. -Today, he it in.a _league. with Barba
- the front lines for about fifteen days. His brother, Charks
Richard Burton and the Beetles-a genuine superstar. Like
sire was encouraged.
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at
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"We always went to concerts superstars, he is pursued by autograph seekers and misty-eyed_
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All
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.
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Purcell
Murray State's Bennie
to every concert since his fa- parently knows the mileage to be obtained in refusing a
The trade deficit presents yet anhistory at Murray State. He recently turned in 41 points against
fully reminded that the United States
ther is rarely able to leave Chi- signature-in shunning the fans who worship him.
Kentucky Wesleyan for an all time individual game record and
other compelling reason" why all
of America is in the grips of severe
In a few years, Ralph Nader has become a major force in
cago because of business.
recorded
by
total
season
Murray's
all
time
has already surpassed
Americans should pitch in to assist
economic distress. With our own
He tried the piano and trum- American life. No longer is he content to charge that boxes of
Garrett Beshear last year.
pet but at age seven fell in love crackers aren't full to the top. He demands that thousands of
the Administration in curbing inproblems so close to home, such
Mrs. Edward Lovins celebrated her 79th birthday by having a
with the ceikbacause of that automobiles be returned to their manufacturers and presumes to
balance
ofthe
flation
as'sonit
as
pOSSibIer.
-Allealthy,
"deficit
in
as'
terms
of
Mrs.
home
at
the
children
by
her
prepared
----surprise dinner
tell Congress how to do its work. He speaks before worshipful
sound - that basey sound."
payments," or "trade deficit" pervirile economy is the 13ttsic preLimo Spiceland.
Winning a scholarship to the audiences at universities, and receives thousands of dollars for an
requisite for competition in world
haps seem remote to many of us.
julliard School of Music, Law- appearance. He is a legend in his own time-both a cult and a
markets.
They are not as remote as we
rence, with his mother and sis- conglomerate. No longer is he a lone crusader with envelopes full
However, even more than a grasp
ter, whe graduates this year of clippings. Scores of eager, young disciples staff his tax-exempt
might think. Every billion dollars of
from Julliard, moved to New research and lobbying organizations.
on our economic matters will be necYea,though I walk through the valley of the shadow of deatkiAmerican exports produces billions of
Bright-eyed young liberals on campuses have an object for their
York. For six years they lived
will fear no evil; for thou art with me; they rod and thy staff they-- dollars of income in the United States
essary to reverse the gloomy trade
hero-worship. A decade ago, this breed took off their white suede
while
Lawrence
studin
a
hotel
comfort me.-Psalm 23:4.
figures—For __example, Secretary of
and creates thousands of jobs. Conied at the famed institute with shoes and joined bands of "freedom marchers" before returning
What a wonderful combination of divine paradoxes! But it all
Labor James D. Hodgson has testiversely, when there is a decline in the
cellists Leonard Rose and Zara for the next semester at ljervard or Yale. Others of this type
ties up to His Presence. He shepherds ine past every fear.
thought it was Tun to follow old Dr. Spook and march on the
fied that one if the prime reasons for
volume of goods diet America ships
Nelsova.
But in 1968 Lawrence and his Pentagon and call the President of the Milted States a warthe inadequati showing of the United
abroad, the effect is felt immediatelj,
mother realized that unless he monger. Today, the "in" thing is to get on the Nader bandwagon
in terms of jobs and income.
States in intetinational commerce was
received
more than the 22 hour- and organize Nader branches known as PIRGs (public interest
In this light, the fact that the exthe dock strike which cost the nation
ly lessons he was getting a research groups) on college campuses-groups supported by
by Carl Riblet Jr.
ports of the United States increased
some $1.4 billion in business abroad
year he would become stagnant compulsory student activities fees. The young liberals of 1972 get
It is nonsense for a woman to think she can change
their kicks by copying Ralph Nader and portraying business as
only 2 per cent last year while our
in its first 100 days.
musically.
a man,and vice versa. Each is already committed to
Public
Enemy No. 1.
cent
affects
Another factor was the threat of a
imports. rose by 19 per
"You have to have this help
Who knows? The campus PIRG leader may grow up to be
certain set and incurable habits and when they stand
no matter how good you are,"
steel stflke which caused American
thousands of American homes and
Supernader. That's something that will excite the am..up and say-`1--do" they don't mean-"! will" and
Lawrence said during an inter - another
----.
bwnuesses. It also reflects some ttif firms to-Sioapile .steer. before the
the young law school student who finds the law a bore or
bitaons
of
view here.
neither should have to not say it with fingers :„
.the. haxd_realities ot international year began, and to turn to foreign
graduate student in sociology who is tired of "inner city"
-the
eel
•
few
great
"There
are
so
crate
- cit.
senators and
sources. Significantly even the Soviet
—r-.commerce. A deficit in our trade ballists'that they are in demand to research. These types can dream of calling up U.S.
"Women's faults are many, men have two;
that it can
saying
"this
is
Ralph,"
and
know
having
the
senators
producing
more
steel
time
in
this
century
Union
now
is
ance for the first
play concerts and don't have
be only one person-the unelected arbiter of what is good and safe
Everything they say and everything they do"
time to teach."
than the United States.
reflects the decline of American profor the American people.
-Author Unidentified
So last summer he packed up
_Auctivity, a lack in our salesmanship
The unacceptable balance of trade
Then there are the visions of headlines in the metropolitan press
his $12,000 Italian cello, moved
and the lessening acceptance of our - figures should create in Americans a
and prime time on television, with platoons of reporters trying to
the huge increase in the ability
to London, enrolled in the Gilget interviews. True, Supernader reportedly lives in a boarding
of savings institutions to make products abroad.
sense of urgency - a determination
dhall School of Music and behouse and doesn't even own a car. But there is the attraction of
mortgage loans as individuals
The -figures also are a grim testito get on with the task of getting a
gan studying with cellist Wilpower-power over people, companies and government agencies.
chose to save an unusually high
grip on all of our excesses.
monial to the inroads of domestic inliam Pleeth.
And the anti-business organization provides the amenities, the
proportion of their incomes."
"He's a great teacher, absoThe day has gone when we could
travel by jet and limousine. There is the knowledge that an apChicago once again took the flation. Citizens of the United States
lutely incredible," says Lawcontinue to do business as usual and
pearance at the National Press Club will outdraw a visiting king
lead as the quarter's largest are buying more foreign goods than
rence. "He brings out an art- or premier.
imbaand
Even more attractive is the knowledge that the Critic
ever
before,
and
adding
to
the
hope
problems
came
that these
housing producer, adding 16,290
ist's own personality. He tried of Everything has
his loyal troops scattered across 50 states and
new units to its housing stock, lance of trade, because our own prodwent in cycles.
to see what I'm doing with mu- aspires to reforming
other countries when he is through with the
first for the year,
-NEW YORK, N.Y., February and ranked
sic. He has time to teach."
United States.
new
production
of
58,520
with
15, 1972-The strongest rate of
Leonard returned to England
The career of Supernader is the ultimate in dreams of juvenile
homebuilding ever recorded for dwelling units.
Last December and had twc glory. The career is sustained by an endless flow
of publicity. But
following
the
Dodge
identified
a, three-month period was
hour lessons every other day there are dangers, of course,such as
threaten the careers of all
metropolitan
standard
achieved in the fourth quarter
..-and will go back to study after superstars.
_
the
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-A sale of dangerous drugs or nar- that function from the state De- a Miami Beach concert.
of 1971, with a 34 per cent in- statistical-areas among
Supernader has to continue to manufacture sensations,
largest
housing
year's
ten
new
version
of
a
generic &lig cotics. Offered by Sen. Nicholas partment of Health, introduced theMurcohadof hai.i.switimpreacisticspeingnt
crease in new dwelling units
precisely as a motion picture superstar has to be seen in new films
48,701 bill has been introduced in both Baker, D-Louisville.
New
York,
producers:
by
Sen.
Georgia
Davis,
over the comparable year-ago
al- that are enormously
successful. The established superstar is in
Beach, houses of the General Assem- ' Set up a state board to facil- Louisville.
period. This raised housing units; Los Angeles-Long
-though he does return to take danger of being eclipsed by other aspiring stars.
42,517 bly.
Finally, the
Houston,
47,787,
units;
itate the use of public buildings bm-isFvoilieid
-Forbid the cancellation of --tests at school. He is an honor
production for the full year 35
public is fickle. Few superstars enjoy permanent stardom.
D.C.,
Washington,
units;
Introducing
the
House
bill
by
the
physically
handicapped,
insurance
of
anyone
over
65
car
per cent over 1970, it was
student.
Campus audiences are notoriously inclined to seek new idols
units; San Diego, 38,920 Friday was Rep. Robert sponsored by Rep. Charlotte who has been insured by a
reported today by the F.W. 39,088
"I get up at five in the morn- every year or so. They may tire of the critic who tells them
Francisco,
38,410
that
units; San
Hughes, D-Louisville, who had McGill, D-Louisville.
company for the previous five lag and practice fi.to six
Dodge Division of McGraw-Hill
almost everything in the world around them is unsafe or bad for
Atlanta, 36,222 units; sponsored two other versions of
units;
-Require
licenses
for
any
years unless the insured person hours a day, seven days a
Information Systems Company.
them or unworthy of possession. That proposition an become
34,161 units; Dallas, the same type bill previously gathering at which more than has not paid his premiums, had
The firm, a leading authority on Phoenix,
-week).* he says.
- tiresome.
units.
33,100
that.both
failed
to
get
out
of
5,000
persons
are
expected
and
driver's
license
suspended
his
,the construction market,
His cello is perhaps his most-' One day Supernader may find that the audiences have
In the fourth quarter, the cornmitteg. A Senate bill identi- which is expected to continue or revoked or has failed to furbegun to
produces Dodge Reports on
- prized possession. It was made thin out and fade away and that the reporters and TV
ranking of the largest housing cal to Hughes' latest effort was for 18 hours or longer, offered nish a medical report upon recameramen
consteaction activity and
1756 and compared are covering other speakers, other events,
in
Italy
in
other shows. Such is
areas was as follows: sponsored by Sen. Clyde Mid- by Sen. Nicholas Baker.
quest, sponsored by Sen. DelSweet's Catalogs of product producing
:he special terror of the superstar.
Chicago, 16,290 units; New dleton, R-Covington.
-Create
a
state
board
of
bert Murphy, D-Owensboro,
information.
OPPOSES NUDITY
York, 14,654 units; Houston,
The bills would require Ken- medical licen.sure and remove
Throughout the nation, 502,620
PRETORIA,
South Africa
11,430 units; Los Angeles-Long tucky physicians, beginning
(AP) -- Art does not exist for
housing units, valued at
units; July 1, to offer their patients a
Beach,11,399
its own sake, but is subject to
$8,522,417,000, were produced
Washington, D.C., 10,214 units; choice of a brand-name or gethe word of God. three
during 1971's final quarter. This
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
San Francisco, 9,514; Phoenix, neric drug if the physicians
churchwomen told Prime Minresulted in a total of $33.3 billion
9,146 units; San Diego, 9,110 know the drugs are therapeutiToday is Monday, Feb. Bk ad in a garage. The killings be- ister John Vorster They
of new housing started in 1971, units; Denver, 8,506 units;
cally equivalent.
the 45th day of 1972. There are came known as the St. Valen- presented Vorster with a memIp 42 per cent from 1970's'$4 Atlanta, 7,863 units.
Open 7 Nitely-1 Sat., Sun
orandum condemning a conThe bills also would create a
billion.
321 days left in the year. This
's Day Massacre,
troversial nude statue sched—Drug Formulary Council to preAccording to George A.
is St. Valentine
-IT:fay.
Tonite & Tue.
Tonite & Tue.
PULLING A SWITCH
In 1945, Peru, Paraguay, tiled to be erected at a new
pare a list of generic drugs
Today's highlight in history:
Christie, Vice President and
PETERBOROUGH, England which it determined were
Chile and Ecuador joined the government office building.
On this date in 1663, Canada United Nations.
Chief Economist of F.W. Dodge,
The memorandum said.
AP)- Things are all mixed up therapeutically equivalent to
CLINT EASTWOOD
everyone% life there%
became a royal province of
"One of the surprising things at the Orton Longueville school
It is clear the Bible deU.S.
planes
years
ago:
Ten
brand-name
drugs.
l'hat
proviabout 1971's quantum jump in
France.
in Northamptonshire The boys
which had been dropping mands the wearing of clothes in
Hughes' prePLAY MISTY FOR ME"
housing output is that is was are being taught cooking and sion also fas in Hug
On this date
propaganda leaflets over South public after the fall of man."
...an lonitarkon so termr...
vious
needlework while the forIS are
accomplished without any inIn 1859, Oregon became the Vietnam were grounded after
IMP
.
After
that
list
is
prepared,
a
carMC...COLOIP
and
metalcraft
learning
crease -in the volume of
33rd state in the Union.
A-BAND IS-SANNED-:---one crashed, killing eight
pharmacist
could
substitute
a
boys
obof
the
few
pentry.
A
Federally subsidized units. As
In 1886, the first trainload of American servicemen.
CHRISTCHURCH. Englant
jected to the needlework at generic dcug for a brand name oranges from
in 1970, subsidized housing
'IAN - A war veterans' orp
California
left
they'd
rattier
now
be
"but
first,
one from that list if the patient
Five years ago: Britain an- Mutton in Hampshire called
accounted for a sizable share of
doing that than playing foot- so requests,unless the doctor Los Angeles for eastern mar- flounced the existence of a So-- -my scheduled charity dance
i
last year's new starts-about
kets.
ball" said an Orton teacher, has specified that no substitutes
one out of every fire new
de.
In 1903, a federal L.partment viet-British plan for peace in after a musicians' union proanxious to see the young males„-be
SANDY DUNCAN in
Vietnam; if and "hen the ooeue•-iested-abote the offer of a bead
dwellings built in 1971-but the
trained in the art of domestic-- timer bills introduced EOM uf Commerce enct tabor was
at the ball for nothing.
play
to
one-----read)
tants
were
lutal wasna..anialt811
*-1/811111:
--y
-ar ago: lirr.."-M'irfirveteramr- roe" had
was in 1970 when FederallyIn 1912, Arizona was adoutted
anyone
illegal
for
-Make
it
hit a us: to raise about $400 from the
planes
eastern
Brunswick's
New
assisted housing firs,.came into
Into the Union as the 48th state. Central mistakenly
Ageney dance. But the union _insistecL
jntAtigerw,„
is
entirety
:
_
a
veteri
material
suchtraffic
in
any
its own. what really made most boundary
Th 1929, seven hoodlums wtx)
that--paid---up -unien
syringes,
,as
hypodermic
pipet
OL the gulf of St.
in Lana,....Ca.
wore- rivals -of the Al
IM - differeece_in. Val's" Ina
WWWWeetilenarTiraililett01,
a wrenee. and the Worth- gelatin capsules or the like with
damage._
' Chicago worn FHLIP
_saidthe Dodge econonaist,.-taeae. emnerlaritt Strati
t
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The
Gamma
Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi met
recently at the Triangle Inn at
seven o'clock in the evening
with-. - Mrs. Sharon Carroll,
president, presiding.
The opening ritual was
repeated by all members
present. Standing committee
reports were given and plans
were discussed for attending
the State Convention to be held
in June at Lexington.
The program for the evening
was given by Mrs. Charlotte
Lamb and Mrs. Joyce Houston
who gave detaiLs concerning the
Mothers March of Dimes in
which each member was to
participate.
The Ritual of Jewels was
given to Mrs. Vicki Ragsdale at
the close of the evening.
The meeting was adjourned
and all members repeated the
closing Ritual.
Members present were:, him
Charlotte Adams, Mrs. Linda
Fain, Mrs. Vicki Ragsdale,
Mrs. Sharon Carroll, Mrs.
Charlotte Lamb, Mrs. Joyce
Houston and Miss Sherie
Williams.
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Dowdy-Rose Engateme t
Monday,Febrility 14-- Group III of the - First
Christian Church CWF will
Meet at the Nam of Mrs. John
Pasco, Sr., North 14th Street, at
1130 p.m.

Christian Church will meet at
-the church library at ten a.m.
Visitation will be held.

The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet in the home of
Mrs. Harry Russell, 1408 Poplar
Street, at seven p.m. with Mrs.
Leon Adams as cohostess.
The Murray Unit of the
National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists will have its
annual kick off breakfast for
National Beauty Salon Week at
7:30 a.m. at the Southside
Restaurant.

Murray Assembly No. 19'Order
of the Rainbow for Girls wlll
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
The WSCS of the Russell's
Chapel United Methodist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Mellie Hopson at one p.m.
WSCS of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at the church
at two p.m.

Hostessing doesn't end with
the holiday season. Dinner
parties are especially popular
throughout -the-whiter.
The perpetual problem of
'what to serve can be satisfactorily solved with stuffed -pork chops. The flavor appeal
of juicy, tender pork is multiplied when a stuffing is
baked in pockets in thick
chops.
Mushrooms, rice and
cheese, combined for insertion in the chops in this
recipe, provide a delicious
filling. For juiciness and tenderness, avoid over cooking,
warns Reba Staggs, home
economist of the National.
Live Stock and Meat Board.
Golden Stuffed Perk Chops_
6 rib pork chops, cut 1 to
11
/
2 inches thick
.
1 small onion, finely
chopped
-t tablespoons butter 131r
margarine ,

-

Get out of your rut,
a housewife advises
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY. Lately you have fallen into a terrible rut.
The Music Department of the
!Neu tell everyone who has a problem to see a psychiatrist
Murray Woman's Club will . or some kind of counselor. •
have
a Valentine Potluck Abby, if these people could afford to go to psychiatrists
Department
of
the
The Sigma
traey wouldn't be writing to you. I know what I'm talking
-Murray Woman's Club will supperst the club house at 6:30
about because my husband would never go anywhere if he
meet at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with Mesdames Rob Ray,
Tornmye
Taylor,
J.D.
Rayburn,
had a problem, but if he saw something in your column that
p.m. with Mesdames James
Parker, Mona Purdom, Bill Vernon Shown, Eurie Garland,- - really shook him up he'd pay attention to it.
Wyatt, Ken Harrell, Buddy Millard Carman, Dale Nance, ____ As a matter of fact, a couple of years back you had.
something in your column about how unpleasant it was to
Valentine, and Walter Jones, John Lyon, O.B. Boone, Jr., arid
Charles Tolley as hostesses.
go to bed with a husband who didn't shower regularly.
Jr., as hostesses.
•I
Right after that, ray husbianl took to showering nearly
-`
-"Members Of sr. Leet"' every day, which made me very happy And I'm sure his
(4
o/inces) shredded
1
cup
The Theta Department of the Cooperative Preschool will
Cheddar cheese
coworkers were a lot happier, too. Now, if you will just
Murray Woman's Club will meet at Gleason Hall at seven
1 teaspoon Worcestershire
print some real sharp sniff about husbands who are under
meet at the club house at 7:30 .p.m. Dr. Joseph Reitroat will be
sauce
interested
in
sex.
.
.
SEPARATE
BEDS
50
and
aren't
p.m. with Mesdames Roy the guest speaker.
teaspoons salt
1
/
1
4
Miss
Debra Sue Dowdy
Starks, Lloyd P. Jacks, Ben
DEAR SEPARATE: Sorry, but I send all men under
% teaspoon pepper
Humphrey, and Richard Beam
seventy who aren't interested in sex to their family doctors.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Dowdy of 23336 Vance, Hazel Park, Mich.,
The Murray State University
2 tablespoons lard or
Alice ACE will meet in Room 154 of
as hostesses. Dr.
And it they're physically sound, then I send them to psychtannounce the engagement of their daughter, Debra Sue, to
drippings
Koenecke will be guest speaker. the Educational Building at 6:30
atrists.
Raymond Joseph Ross, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Joseph
Using a small sharp knife,
Ross, Sr., of 23707 Reynolds. Hazel Park. Mich.
p.m.
The Board of Directors of the
The bride-elect is the maternal granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs, make a pocket in each put
DEAR ABBY: A girl [I'll call her "Mary") wrote to
CRICK GIRL
Quota Club will meet at the
Calloway
County_you. She said her sister was a non, suds few Years age- John H. Jewell, 1510 Johnson Boulevard, Murray, and the chopiii-e-titting into the ctn.
The
'"•
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Crick of Southside Restaurant at 5:30
paternal granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.'H. H. Dowdy of 506 Solidi- ter Of the chop from the -rib-inns couldn't participate in weddings, so Mary promised
Retarded
Association
of
Kirksey are the parents of a p.m.
7th
Street, Murray.
4
side, parallel to the rib bone
cif
honor
her
maid
when
girl
friend
that
she
could
be
her
Children will meet at the Mental
baby girl, Andrea Leigh,
Both Miss Dowdy and Mr. Ross are 1970 graduates of Hazel-- and the surface-of the chop.
she got married
with
at
7:30
p.m.
Health
Center
weighing seven pounds 15'12
The mottle Bell Hays circle of Larry Knight, director of the
For the stuffing, cook onion
Park High School.
Well, when k crane time for Mary's wedding, the
Dunces, horn_ on-Tuesday, the-Firat United
in-bLite_ten-initmarine inagL
alma bad shangokalltiN litichunt- rr4,0
.
Wad
to
WMiss
Dow4Y
is
a
Itucteat—at
Er"
114140
.
11Q4Pital...
rebruttry 8, at Fill1131i: at- Uie-eiZ:ZrWltS—iartneet at the - as guest speaker.
in weddings, so Mary told ter girl friend that she wanted
Nursing in Southfield, Mich., and will graduate in June 1972, is a
Murray-Calloway County church at seven p.m.
rice, cheese, Worcestershire
her sister to be maid of honor. The girl friend got mad, and
registered nurse. She is employed by the hospital on a part time
Hospital
sauce, 14 teaspoon salt and
I don't blame her.
basis also.
Wednesday,February 11
will
have
Calloway
NFO
The
The new father is employed at
pepper,. Fill each pocket with
But you went along with Mary! Abby, how could you?
Mr. Ross is a student at,Macamb Community College and is
The ladies day luncheon will
the Murray Division of the its "Sweetheart Night" at the
approximately 3 tablespoons
a promise, no inatteEaehat It wasn't the girl
Madisbn
A
promise
is
World
Appliances
of
part
time
by
Home
employed
Calloway
served
at
the
be
Southside Restaurant at seven
Tappan Company.
of stuffing. Lightly brown
friend's fault that the Catholic church finally got smart.
Heights, Mich.
County Country Club at noon
,Grandparents are Mr. and p.m. The ladies will be guests of with Mesdames James Frank,
chops in lard or drippings.
I usually agree With you, but this time I think you were
planned.
A
late
fall
wedding
is
Mrs. James Towery of Murray the men. Officers will be
Sprinkle,chops with 1 teaBUFFALO READER
wrong.
Dick Orr, Ted Billington, Gary
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs. elected.
salt_ place on rack in _
spoon
Haverstock,
Marquardt, E.J.
- D-EAR READER: I still feel- that since the eireem- •
roasting
pan and cover seEdward-Crick of Kirksey Route
Overstances changed, Mary was justified in asking her sister.
The American Legion and T-.C,--Doran, George Ed
curely with foil. Bake in a
One. Great grandparents are
Contrary
some
to
popuDoss,
and
James
bey,
William
The girl friend should have been more understanding, and
moderate oven (350*F.) for
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Towery of Auxiliary will meet at the
lar opinion, it is not the
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buy," for it is apt to be
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wedding. I'm still with Mary.
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bitter and have a large overThe Wadesboro Homemakers
Tailor to Size
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ally sweeter • tasting and,
aged ham slice too -small,
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because the leaves are
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only
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more
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very large wedding. Just on relatives and some close 3 Tuesday, February 8.
pounds, born on Wednesday, Women's basketball teams will munity Room of the Murray
ble right to the core.
friends.
February 9, at 2:47 p.m. at the play the Puryear, Tenn., teams
Branch of the Federal Savings
The party was held in the
I want to wear my daughter's wedding gown and veil,
Murray-Calloway
County at Hazel at seven p.m.
and Loan at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
classroom of the school. Troy
which fits me perfectly. Would that be proper? When I was
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Harold Eversmeyer as hostess.
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Grandparents are Mr. and
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
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I have always wanted to be married in a church with a
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Mrs. Melvin Young of Kirksey
at
SPIRENO will continue at the home of Mrs. Bobby Locke
gown and veil Do you thir.X I'm foolish' Also, would it be
punch were served by Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee of
note
Members
change
one
p.m.
necessary for my husband and me to have blood tests and
James Martin, Wk. Julte
Hazel. Great grandparents are MSU Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
in meeting place.
- • apply for a license all over again? Id me know, and I'll do
Harcourt, and Mrs. John D.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard. Laree If._
SILVER WEDDING -' Mdrulcilc, membera4-the
SPIRENO will continue at
-as you say. -Theta
Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. J.E. Fields - The Phi Delta Kappa of MSU
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of
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have
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DEAR SILVER: Go
Building at 6:30 p.m. Dr.
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not
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And
prints furnished by Lakeside
speaker.
in the class having birthdays.
ceremony is merely symbolic. You are already married.
Studio of Lakeside, Mich., will
The Baptist Women of the
be held at the Clara M. Eagle
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SICK OF UNINVITED GUESTS
First Baptist Church will hold
Gallery of the Fine Arts Center,
IN ORLANDO:" There is only one way to deal with an
its general meeting at the
MSU, from one to five p.m.
uninvited and anwanted guest, and that Is to tell him you
church at nine a.m.
are sot able to accommodate him. And If all your friends in
The Women's Society of
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Orlando are having the same problem, and if. as you say,
Christian Service of the Hazel
The Dorothy Group of the
The Hazel Woman's Club will
all the motels are filled up, you should consider going into
United Methodist Church met at First Baptist Church will meet
the motel business.
the home of Mrs. Koska Jones at the home of Mrs. Robert Fox meet in the Computer Center at
on Tuesday, February 8, at ten at ten a.m. with Mrs. James Murray State University at
What's 3rear probity'. Yes% feel better if yes get it elf
seven p.m.
o'clock in the morning.
Martin as program leader.
asst. Write to ABBY. Rex Mee, Las Angeles, Cal.
yeur
Mrs. John McCullough
Dialing direct is easy. Here's how:just dial "1," plus the area Per a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
NSW
Circle I of the First United
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
directed the program on the call
envelspe.
code (if jdifferent from yours),Plus the number.It's quicker than
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Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
ROM"soma 30 to Abby. Rex Mee. Les Amides. Cal. NM.
Dunn Circle held its regular church at two p.m.
long distance direct, and save.
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Faith
Doran
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of
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The
Horne
Department of the
also giving the program.
A covered dish luncheon was First United Methodist Church Murray Woman's Club will
WSCS will meet at the home of meet at the club house at two
served at noon.
-0141111811111110"---sMrs. J.T. Sammons, 1105 Main p.m. with Mesdames Walter
South Central Bell
Street, at two p.m. with Mrs. Wilson, Celia Roberts, Ray ;
I-fair Flair
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Helen
Buckingham,
Jewell
Parks,
Keeping you in touch
and
An Uncolored synthetic
- Vernon Roberts will be in -Maynard
Mrs..
Ragsdale
SU
braid about 34 inches long
diarge of the program.
hostesses.
can be dyed in any celor or
•-•
,combination of mime The
The Coldwater Homemakers
braid is long enough to wrap
The
Business
and__r__
Club will meet at the home of Professional Women's Club will
around the head in Arabian
Mrs. Jerry 13azzell at one p.m. meet at the Murray Woman's
fashion or hang in loops or
pigtails.
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
The WSCS of the Martin's
For icings
Chapel United
Methodist
What is
onfectioners' Church will meet at the home of
Chicken fat can be used in
sugar' It is a very finely Mrs. Harmon Whitnell at seven
place of other shortening in
ground granulated sugar. A p.m.
regular cooking and baking or
small percent of cornstarch
The Christian Women's to baste chicken when broiling,
may be added to prevere
caking.
Fellowship of the First roasting or baking.
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Troy Perry Honoree
At Birthday Party
Given By Thetas

Mrs. Koska Jones
Hostess For Meet

tettucé

Someoneis waiting for_yottto get
intouch

Dialthem kegdistance.Today.

at Sun

DOD

*Mr
Wase:Ctair

2I

REVIVAL
February 14-20

7:30 P.M.

MURRAY CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
(Doran Road at Plainview)

Rev. and Mrs. Asa Sparks,
(Evangelist - Singer),

Fury
ANA141;:ale

Stuffed Chops Couple'
Taste Appeal of Pork"
With Cheese Stuffing

Paul Thornhill - Pastor

a
TEXTURE PLUS-Sleek mobility is jet-set for spring in a
plaid dress and jacket ensvinble of Modured cotton. The
travel-minded twosome is by Roth Leeevtar of California.

,

4 Tip. J,Jit•

Mee 761-1
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Winter Olympics' Over;
---U.S._Wins Three

—IC

lt—

McCuiston And Lanning
—WWin

ost-Conference Races
Well Balanced This Year

Olympic Com- Andrea Meade LairIfirce won
ternationin
the giant and special slaloms in
mittee, said Sunday.
back to within four points. The 36. Ray Lane was the only other
By MIKE BRANDON
Brundage figured 1952. U.S. men have never won
Tiger in double figures. Lane
ended with Murray
Adam
period
McCuiston
and
Tyrone
prominently in the Games' ma- an Olympic Alpine gold.
netted 11 points as the reserves
edge.
43-37
slim
best
holding
a
their
Lanning turned in
Other U.S. medal winners
jor controversy which erupted
much action over the final
saw
In the fourth period the Tigers
efforts of the year Saturday
three days before the start of here were Susan Corrock of
half. Other scorers were Scott 8,
they
way
play
the
to
Tigers
began
High
night
as
the
Murray
By
KEN
RAPPOPORT
stitute 104-66 while the leaders
competition when the IOC Ketchum, Idaho, a bronze in
Fulton City should have been playing for the Resig 6, Landolt 6, Cathey 6,
banned Austrian Alpine skiing the women's downhill, and Ja- Associated Press Sports Writer were involved in a non-confer- whipped the
5, Dick 2 and Lanning
73-55.
A
crowd of less first three quarters. The Tigers Hudspeth
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so
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Bulldogs
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that
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ence
ace Karl Schranz from com- net Lynn of Rockford, Ill., a
2.
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gun
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to
run
doghouse
witbegan
anyone
can
win."
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in
the
than
Southern Methodist Univerpetition because of com- bronze in women's figure skatBoth Tigers squads will face
Coach Denny Crum of Louis- sity took some of the heat off nessed a 28 point fourth quarter speed of Murray took its toll on
ing.
mercialism.
stiff tests Tuesday evening at
Bulldogs.
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said
it
Tigers
their
about
the
that
brought
the
Missouri
front-running
that
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in
the
its
Other highs and lows
figured
also
Skiing
Murray was holding a 47-41 Carlisle County. The Comet
prominently in surprises pro- marked the llth Games includ- Valley Conference, but it might Southwest by defeating Texas 11th win of the season.
just before the felines treed "B"team is one of the strongest
apply
to
most
be
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of
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seemed
to
Murray
college
75-71.
However,
there
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A&M
ed:
duced by the competition. BeFoster and Willis in the area while the varsity
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races
this
claustrophobia
in
the
'Dogs.
year.
fering
from
other
Texas
teams
in
pothree
-Three gold medals by speed
sides Fernandez Ochoa's upset
Crum's
fourth-ranked
the
first
each
scored
four
straight points Comets are the Region's top
Cardi- sition for a homestretch drive the early minutes of
in the men's special slalom, 17- skater Ard Schenk of The Nethlead
the
nals
two and the ranked club . Tip off time for
MVC-but
The
crackerboa
gym
of
and
Lanning
added
not
quarter.
by
the
title-Texas
Tech,
Texas
at
erlands.
year-old Marie Therese Nadig
much-after
Saturday
that
span
of
just three the preliminary game will be
small
Tigers
in
a
the
WPA
days
was
so
night's
Christian.
Texas
and
-The banishment of West
of Switzerland won the womvictory
84-66
over
Tulsa.
Santa Clara broke a tie by for a while it looked like the minutes put the game a away. 6:45 p.m, with the varsity tilt
en's downhill and giant slalom, German hockey player Alois
In
addition
to
that
tight
Coach Bob Toon emptied the beginning around 8:15.
San Francisco 73-68 in Tigers would only be able to
beating
showed
tests
after
drug
Schodel
both times edging world chamsqueeze,
where
St.
Lotus
in the closing minutes of Murray High 12 21 12 28-73
and
bench
four
men.
play
overtime
in
a
close
WCAA
pay,
pion Annemarie Proell of he had used an illegal drug.
Fulton City 15 10 14 16-55
-The 1-2-3 finish by the host Memphis State have a chance, off match, but the 49ers air --After spotting the Bulldogs a the ballgame. The largest lead
Austria, and Barbara Cochran
. Murray (73)-P. McCuiston
there
are
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other
the
1:08
titles
of
the
same
at
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and
a
half
night
9-1
lead
after
just
well
as
Nevada
-Las
Vegas
still
ski
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in
of Richmond, VL, won th. Japanese
available:
minutes had passed, the Tigers mark wlifF Ray Lane hit two-10, Willis 8, Foster CLuther 2,
are very much in that one
women's special slalom.
-Ohio
State,
the
county's
St.
ttled down and began to play free throws to give the Tigers-a- T-hicCuiston 21, A. Lanning 14,
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Lo
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4
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for
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67-62
triumph
over
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al won.tiy the American men in France. Neither could win a
Ten lead after victories Satin-- Memphis State, the country's end of the stanza and the Tigers
Murray blistered the nets on . Fulton (55)-Smith 25, Curtis
what was their worst Winter gold in skiing and France failed
day.
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No.
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15-12
North
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the
30-50
floor shots for a red hot 3, Tharp 7, Brockw-ell 13,
had
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all.
to get a gold
Olympic showing ever.
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and
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Gophers
State
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of
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mark
at the end
The young and eager U.S. rian gold was won by figure
trimmed
Northwestern
78-55.
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teams
good
22-75 for a frosty 29 Dalton 4.
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for
netted
just
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in
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hopes
alive
for
a
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and
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showing
disappointing
-The
before the Olympics officially
-Third-ranked North Caro- berth in the NCAA post-season when Tyrone
McCuiston
Tyrone McCuiston paced the
opened to qualify for Group A by U.S. figure skaters.
lina and sixth-rated Virginia playoffs, most of the major in- swished two grattis tosses to put Murray attack with 21 points
Russian
by
victory
-The
and a chance at a medal.
are locked in a duel for the At- dependents improved their the Tigers in front 18-17. The and 21 rebounds. Adam Leaning
Once in Group A, the Ameri- Vyacheslav Vedenin in the
lantic Coast Conference cham- records and chances for at- largest lead of the half stood at scored 14 points and grabbed 12
cans went on to upset Czech- men's 30-kilometer cross-counpionship. The Tar Heels de- large berths in the national eight points, 33-25 at in- caroms while Porter McCuiston
oslovakia, beat Finland Satur- try ski race for the first gold
Georgia Tech 118-73 in a tourney
feated
his
termission.
had 10 of each. Dean Willis
and
Games
the
day and ended with a 3-2 medal of
Second-ranked Marquette
Tyrone McCuiston paced the turned in his usual solid game
tremendous anchor leg that non-conference game and the
record and six points.
Cavaliers whipped Wake Forest won its 19th in a row with a 79- first half scoring with nine
and added eight points.
Then the Americans sat back brought the.Soviet Unkakitgold,
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The Kentucky Colonels seem to
a piece of the lead in the Pacif- Green 91-67; No. 14 Florida chipped in with eight. Murray waltzed past their opponerfts 68roll up one winning streak after book ending," and what Coach _
ic Coast Athletic Association State turned back Tulane 94-84; made numerous floor errors in
termed
Williamson
Murray
another.
with the University of the Pa- No. 18 Hawaii clipped U.S. In- the half but several were caused
Ted Leger of Omaha captains
The current string by the -unbelievable."
cific after defeating San Diego ternational 85-55 and 20th-rank- by the unfamilar confines of the the Army gymnastic team at
Total
Bronze
Silver
Gold
The U.S. team was assured of
Eastern Division leaders in the
eti Duquesne took American tiny gymnasium.
8 5 3 16 State 85-68.
Soviet Union
West Point, N. Y.
American Basketball Associ- at least a bronze medal when East Germany
-Missouri, No. 17, shared the University 78-74.
4 3 7 14
the
period
found
The
third
SunSweden
4-3
Finland
upset
ation is seven wins in a row
St. I3onaventure defeated No. Tigers inconsistent. After
Fordham Univers 'swim4 3 3 10 top spot with Nebraska in the
Switzerland
after an easy 121-96 win over day. It then got the silver, and
-it-bacA- 12 Providence 95412 Ind Cincin- stretching the lead to 12 points ming captains are Edwin Kel4 3 2 9 Big Eight after turitu
Netherlands
hockey
since
first
medal
in
the
the Carolina Cougars Sunday
3 2 3 8 Oklahoma State 80-64. Kansas nati trimmed No. 16 Jackson- early in the frame, Murray fans ley of Arlington, Va., and Brian
the surprise gold in 1960, when United States
uight.
Reilly. of New Haven, Conn
3 1 1 5 State has a good chance there, ville 88-84 in a pair of upsets.
West
Germany
watched the Bulldogs come
The Colonels, whose 46 wins the Soviet Union beat Czechtoo.
12
2
5
5
Norway
have already set a club record oslovakia 5-2 for the title.
-And ties also exist in the
21 2 5
Italy
for one season, try to make it
Joining Barbara Cochran in a Austria
1 2 2 5 Mid-American Conference beeight straight in a road game face-saving performance by Sweden
1 1 2 4 tween Toledo and Ohio UniverTuesday night against Indiana.
U.S. women were gold medal1 1 1 3 sity, in the Ohio Valley ConferJapan
The Kentucky big men were ists Dianne Holum and Anne
1023 ence between Tennessee Tech,
Czechoslovakia
Abe difference Sunday,as Caro- -Henning, two speed-skating Spain
tern Kentucky and More,
lina was again playing without whizzes from Northbrook, Ill.
1 8 0 .1 head State, and in the Big Sky
Poland
-star Jim Mcflaniels. In his----- Miss Holum, the teen-age
Finland*41 5 with Weber State and Mon .
absence, Dan Issel led all darling of the 1968 U.S. team France
In addition, there are other
0 1 2_1
a--- with 35 points, and
a silver and
n she
•a
teams with tenuous marginh
• When you buy a Datsun 1200 Sedan,
Canada
0
, wee her gold in the 1,110410410enore added 23 and led
,
East Germany and Italy tied such as top-ranked UCLA in
you
get a lot more than a stripped down
rebounders with 21 caroms. p960 meters and added a silver
for the gold medal in men's Pacific-8; Kentucky in
starting point for an option list.
McDaniels, a former Western in the 3,000 meters. The 16Conference,
No.
Southeastern
:Kentucky great, is under sus- year-old Miss Henning zipped luge doubles
You get a complete car, dressed with
13 Southwest Louisiana in the
.3)ension by the Cougars for fail- to her gold in the 500 meters
Southland and No. 5 Penn in
all
the
trimmings. Datsun doesn't believe
ing to appear at Friday's game and got the bronze in the 1,000
the Ivy League.
in,that
néofchargingxtrior all
old
against Denver. He reportedly meters.
UCLA kept a one-game lead
things
the
that
make a car fun to drive and
The three golds were the
conferring with an attorney
over Southern California by
Los Angeles about his con---most won by the United States
nice to own.
walloping Washington 109-70;
in the Winter Olympics since
ct.
Kentucky kept a nervous halfThere's Cinly_one way to buy a Datsun.
Kentucky started- skiiilk,Tall- they won three in 1960. - The
game lead over Tennessee after
Complete.
And at a price that makes the
ing behind 7-1 but tied the U.S. athletes could only bring
beating Mississippi 90-82;
Datsun
1200
the best value for your dollar.
• game at 10-all and eventually home one gold each in the 1964
Louisiana
remained
Southwest
and 1968 Games.
went ahead for keeps at 21-20.
ive alkrtsun...then decidiT.—
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS in front by a half-game over
And Miss Cochran's gold was
if The Colonels' next home
Kentucky and Tennessee, Lamar after an idle weekend
game is Wednesday night the first for the United States with only a half-game separa- and Penn held command over
4-speed
in Olympic Alpine skiing since
against Pittsburgh.
Power flow
ting them in the Southeastern Princeton by one slim game
of
disposing
Cornell
98-61.
after
Vinyl
fully
synchronized
Conference basketball title
• ventilation.
Other races, such as the
bucket seats.
stick shift.
race, try for a clean sweep of
the state of Mississippi tonight. Western Athletic Conference,
The Wildcats and the Volun- the Southern, the Southwest
Locking
teers slipped past Mississippi and the West Coast Athletic
Five-main-bearing engine.
gas
cap.
are
all
reasonably
opponents Saturday and swap Conference
0-60
in under 15 seconds,
close.
opposition tonight as league
around 30 miles/gallon.
Brigham Young, the counleader Kentucky takes on MisPALM SPRINGS, Calif.(AP) shot out of bounds into a swim- sissippi State and Tennessee, a try's No. 10 team, lost to Ari- It had been 11 years since ming pool and winding up with half-game out of first place, zona State 99-85 and in the process lost some of its lead in the
Bob Rosburg was a winner and a triple-bogey seven. He fin- travels to Mississippi.
Kentucky maintained its top WAC as rumierup New Mexico
the 45-year-old greybeard of the ished with alt"I just didn't drive well to- rung during the weekend by edged closer by beating Colorapro golf tour wasn't sure he
day," said Heard. "I tied for hitting a hot 56 per cent and do State 77-75.
could stand the pressure.
Davidson, the leader in the
third-not a bad deal. I'm get- trimming Ole Miss 90-82. Ten"I was ready to start shaking ting closer to it."
nessee, meanwhile, was hand- Southern Conference, lost 86-71
but it never happened," RosHeard and Miller, who shot a ing coach Ray Mears his 300th to No. 9 South Carolina. Runburg said Sunday after collec- 67, won $8,555, and Wadkins, coaching victory with a 71-61 nerup Furman made hay by
$29,000 as the winner of the who had 67, pocketed $16,530.
triumph over Mis.sissippi state. beating Virginia Military In$145,000 Bob Hope Desert Golf
Tonight's schedule also sends
Full deluxe
The 5-foot-8'-s Wadkins
CALDERAS
, Classic., Lanny Wadkins, 72, of missed a 35 to 40-foot eagle try Alabama, still in contention for
wheel covers.
Winston Salem, N.C., was one by about half a foot on the 18th the crown with a 6-3 conference
Calderas are large, steep; stroke back and two 24-year-old green to prevent a playoff. This mark, to Georgia, Louisiana walled basin-shaped depresRubber face
Whitewall fires.--::: Californians, Jerry Heard of was only the second tourna- State to Auburn and Vanderbilt sions formed by the collapse of
bumper guards
area
over
large
and
A
a
around a
. Visalia and Johnny Miller of ment of the year to end after to Florida. In a game involving
front and rear).
Napa, finished two off Ros- the scheduled number of holes. an area independent, TuLsne is volcanic vent, such as Crater
26-foot
Oregon.
lake,
, burg's 90-hole total of 344, unBob Murphy, 29, was fifth at Virginia Tech.
Front disc brakes.
turning circle.
der par by 16.
In SEC action during the
with a final-round 66 and 347 toAlabama
exhausted
weekend,
, "I was pleased with the way tal, one stroke better than ArISU 103-99 in four overtimes,
my nerves held up," said Boa- nold Palmer, who had a 69.
Asked about the three com- . Georgia tripped Vanderbilt 98burg. -After not having won in
The Screen Actors' Guild is
11 years, it's very hard not to parative youngsters close be- 91 for the Bulldogs seventh
'p look at the bad things that hind him, Rosburg said, straight victory on television campaigning to stop car insur"they're,really tough. I told my and Auburn defeated Florida ance companies from discrimig might happen."
nating against actors by forcRosburg's pro victories came wife if I lose to someone like 103-100.
ing
them to pay excessiv.
The
action
left
Kentucky
at
9Johnny
Miller,
there's
nothing
I
championship
in the 1959 PGA
2 with Tennessee at 8-2, Ala- high rates or refusing
and the 1961 Bing Crosby can do about it".
4.tist how good they are, said bama at 6-3 and Georgia at 6-5. "simply because of their proProAm.
fession."
Rosburg,
"we'll have to wait
66-69of
' Rosburg had rounds
A guild spokesman said one
72-70-67, the first and last at the and see."
woman teacher was refused inWadkins and Heard played in Sign Contracts
'6,500-yard Indian Wells Country
surance because her husband
a foursome with the 42-year-old
Club course.
•
was an actor.
KANSAS
CITY
Bob
(API
"I went 90 holes without Palmer, defending champion
Oliver and Al Aut,ry signed conthree-putting a green, which and four-time winner here.
•141gis eaggteled relent price excluding tat hcsnee
,'i tracts' with die Kansas City
Wadkins, like Palmer•for
. around here is wonderful-I'm
rrnd handling deal*. preparcrlion
sure that won me the tourna- mer Wake Forest student, said Royals, General Manager CedrSee it now at your Datsun dealer.
ment. I thought I could get by Arnie's army of followers didn't ic Tallis announced Thursday.
90 holes without hitting iv ball ,bother him, and he enjoyed the The royals now have 17 players
Valencia
The
shipyards are
signed.
out of bounds, and I diiirt: itaid experience.
two, modern Super X
Oliver has played outfield, building
"Arnie said before we teed
Rosburg.
tYperots,,!-80,
49.1.0et
-end 44M-ins& •froh.
thgttieteerrrirslength and capable of carrying
brought
up
try,
a
pitcher',
was
putts ranging from five to 25 77 tournaments," said Wadkins,
250 cars and 734 passengers
I. 7
led and played_ without.a bogey who quickly figured the_munher from San Jose of the Class A
Vehicles will enter under
an
8League.
He
had
California
In his final round, 72-hole lead- to Palmer's credit. "I haven't
their own power through col664 o. 12th Sheet
Hea-d had his problems on won any and Heard has won 11 record and a 4.10 earned run lapsible doors at the bow and
average last year.
stern.
the second hole, hitting i; tee one

•-SAPPOR0,--linatr (AP) -L.The llth Winter Olympic
Gaines now belong to history
and the record books following
a finish that was strictly story
book.
The 10 days of competition
ended Sunday with the United
States ice hockey team, which
almost didn't qualify for medal
competition, winning a silver
and a Spanish skier winning a
gold, the first medal of any
Kind his country has earned in
Winter Olympics history.
Fran'cisco Fernandez Ochoa's
;old medal in the men's special
slalom race and the U.S. hock?), team's silver, which became
-eality when the Soviet Union
vat Czechoslovakia, wrote an
kg...the Games which were
pocked by controversy away
from the athletic venues and by
surprises at them.
We should drop the Winter
Games-they are not universal
and they foster professionalism,
'especially in skiing," Avery
Brundage president of the In-
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the reserves
irer the final
were Scott 8,
5, Cathey 6,
and Lanning
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:ame will be
varsity tilt
3:15.
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Thoroughbred's Hopes Dealt
Serious Blow With Saturday
Loss To Eastern-Kentucty
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By Mike Brandon

County Faits
To Visiting Tilghman-By David Hill
Ledger and Times Sportswriter

turn 14-12 and took a 29-17 lead
at intermission.
Tilghman held as much as
during the
four point lead
second period, but the Lakers
reeled off five straight points at
the end to take a two-point edge.
The Tornado blew it open in
the third quarter, however, as
they outscored their hosts 24-15
to take a seven point lead and go
ahead for good.
The remainder of the game
saw the Tilghman Bluemen
play control ball and hold out
for win. The Lakers pulled to
within five points with less than
a minute to play, but time was
against them.
James Wells led his Lakers to

their usual control etthe boards
as they outrebounded Tilghman
29-25. Turnovers were even, as
both teams gave the ball up 20
times.
the
matched
Tilghman
Lakers' torrid shooting from the
field with a respectable 55 per
cent effort.
The Lakers bucketed 14 of 24
free throws, while Paducah
marked up 19 of their 26 triea.
Calloway fell to 8-15 with the
loss Saturday. Paducah Tilghman now sports a 16-5 record.
SCORING
Calloway (60)-Wells 13,
Duncan 8, Shelton 9, Howard 14,
Stockciale 11, Wyatt 4, Scarbrough 1.
Tilghman (69)-Collins 13,
Hamilton 9, Harriford 12,
Clymer 5. Arnold 6, Dublin 22.

A 68 per cent shooting effort
from the field was not enough to
meet
their
the
of
test
road
will
stiffest
Tigers
High
Murray
The
went to the line with a chance to
enable the Calloway County
Murray State
season tomorrow night at Carlisle County. The powerful Comets
41 31-77
cement the victory with five Eastern
Lakers to overcome visiting
Kr
29 48-14
ranked
top
team
Region.
the
in
the
are
and
24-4
of
slate
a
own
seconds showing, but missed
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Paducah Tilghman Saturday
Only last Tuesday the Liters of Calloway County gave the
figns4
Player
fthva
rb
two free throws.
night.
Steve Barnett
2-2
2-2
6
0
Comets all they wanted before dropping a 94-79 decision. The
Ron Williams
1-2
6-12
13
3
The Racers got the ball out of Les
Led by Rand* Dublin with 22
7-14 11 13 6
23
Taylor
the
into
final
point
31
a
but
going
frame
63-57
just
trailed
Lakers
1-4
5
10
MI Mancini
3-4
bounds at the end line with two M.
points, the Tornado defeated the
21
8
SLarks
3-4
943
the quarter provided the hard fought
in
Comets
the
by
outbreak
2
1
2-2
0-3
seconds showing after Eastern' Steve ar0 n
Leiters by the score of 69-60.
Mark House
0
0
0-0
0.0
win.
batted the missed free throw Everett Taylor
0
0
0-0
0-0
Greg Howard led the host
The Tigers have not faced the Comets so far this season. But
0
0
0-0
0-0
Rick Weisman
away. A pass downfloor to
quint with 14 points. Big James
3
Team Rebounds
County
Calloway
if
so
twice,
the
Tigers
by
slipped
has
Murray
72
Totals
25-48 22-27 31
Taylor resulted in a jump ball
Wells was close behind with 13,
have a good night a surprise or two might be in store for the
EASTER KENTUCKY STATE
with one second remaining.
and Johnny Stockdale had 11.
rb fp
Player
fsm4
Comets.
Taylor knocked the ball to George Bryant 8-18 3-5 1 19
The Lakers, playing in their
The Tigers must stop the 1-2 punch of Mickey Thomasson and
7
3
'7-7
24
Billy Burton
Starks, but the shot came too
6
2.2
24
last home game of this season,
Argabright
Gary Duncan. Thomasson and Duncan combined for 50 of Carlisle
5
10-13
23
3-5
C Mitchell
late.
started off strong, and gave the
.1
5
1 I
2.5
Daryl Dunagan
County's 94 points against the Lakers.
4
5
0-0
2-8
Robert Brooks
The Thoroughbreds, now 3-5 C.
0
0
0-0
0-0
Worthington
Duncan stand around 6-3. It will be up to Bluemen all they wanted in the
and
Thomasson
Both
in the OVC and 12-8 oversall, Charlie ETUnker 3-4 0-0 I
way of a fight. They led at the
the McCuiston brothers and Adam Laming to hold them down if
Team Rebounds
74
2940 16-20 32
Totals
continue on the East Kentucky
the Tigers are to pull the upset. The key figures to watch VII be
the Murray guards. If the Tigers' big men can stop the Comets'
big men then look for the guards-to-makethe difference.
As for the two Tiger contests this past weekend it might be
better to just forget them. Murray was embarrassed by North
Marshall Friday night and the Tigers had to use a potent fourth
quarter surge to whip the lowly Fulton City Bulldogs Saturday.
Considering that the two officials who called the game Friday
night were seen in Calvert City Saturday morning wearing
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS points and Herm GBH= led
Wives of long-distance truck
How do you stop a speeding third quarter charge that sunglasses and selling pencils in a tin cup; the Tigers shouldn't
drivers are solving the problem
game,
night's
Saturday
for
As
Jets.
the
to
complain about the loss
of loneliness by signing up as
Starks connected on 14 of his Bullet? It's easy if you have helped Atlanta break open a
the gym was so small that a Fulton fan in the stands had six
their husband's mates, receiv21 points in the first half, and the Los Angeles Lakers' anunu- close game with Buffalo.
Mike Davis topped Buffalo rebounds and three assists. She really hurt the Tigers in the first
ing two salaries and enjoying
worked with Mancini to give the nition.
The Lakers, badgered by Bal- with 28 points, 14 in the fourth three quarters.
each other's company.
'Breds a 21-16 rebounding edge
One thing for sure is that the Tigers will have to play better ball
timore rookie Phil Chenier, period.
by the end of the half.
Refrigerated Transport, one
Reserve Willie Norwood tomorrow night than they did this weekend. With a few breaks,
the
on
behind
turned
power
the first firms to adopt the
of
The Racers held a-aVe point
upset
season.
of the
the Tigers just might pull the
Saturday's NBA results: Mil- sCored eight points in the opensystem, now has 50 man-andduring the first
advantage
fourth
the
of
period
minutes
ing
wife teams.
three minutes of the second waukee 123, Golden State 100; as Detroit outscored Cleveland
half, before falling behind as New York 106, Cleveland 91; 16-4 and went on to beat the
t)ouglas Magill of BirmingEastern took their first lead a!lcago 117, Atlanta 106; De- Cavaliers.
Fordham L'ru
ham.
with V-:42- femittning. The-4Na-, L11- aufiala•Azi- Phaella
a
Jeff Mullins cored 21 points
-•-• ar Is •
- -"
Racers were never on top again. 117, Cincinnati 95 and Seattle in the first three quarters to
123, Portland 97.
The Racers pulled to within
ICareem Abdul Jabber poured help Golden State beat Chicago.
LeRoy Alitz is in his 18th
two points at the end, and in 51 points as Milwaukee broke The winners' Nate Thurmond
season as West Point wrestling
missed an overtime shot by only Boston's nine-game winning seized 31 rebounds.
coach.
Calvin Murphy sank two free
a split-second.
streak.
to
with
left
throws
seconds
four
the
the
in
points
erased
27
scored
had
Jabbar
The Racers
Colonel lead and pulled to within first half, but the Bucks trailed give Houston the victory over By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS er lifted Chicago past Toronto.
one point late in the game, only 58-54 at the intermission. Then Cincinnati and Spencer HayDespite a record-tying 38th The Maple Leafs led 1-0 in the
to have free throws increase it Jabbar and John MeGlocklin wood's 44 points, including sev- goal, rookie Rick Martin of the first period on Rick Kehoe's
overtime, helped Seattle
to four. Les Taylor brought the led a second-half rally that en in
Buffalo Sabres wasn't feeling rebound but Jim Peppin
beat Portland.
ball downfloor and hit a short pulled it out.
so hot at the end of Sunday knotted it in the second period
Jo Jo White led the Celtics Wilt Chamberlain and Jim night's 4-4 deadlock with Philajumpshot with 12 seconds
with the Black Hawks shortwith 31 points and John Havli- McMillian to pull away to a dphia, so he figured Flyer
remaining.
National Basketball As- goalie Don McLeod should feel handed.
121-110
23.
added
cek
Eastern's George Bryant
Duane Rupp scored his first
NO-THAT'S NOT THE WAY TO DO IT-Jerry Duncan (44)
Lou Hudson pitched in 41 sociation victory over the Bul- some pain, too.
two goals since being called up looks as though he is trying to block David Wyatt's shot. Actually,
lets Sunday.
Martin whacked McLeod on
"We really didn't get going the leg with his stick during a front the minors 11 games ago both of them are up for a rebottled Saturday night against Pailanati
and Jean Pronovost added two Tilghman. The Tornado banded them a WO • less.
until McMillian started getting goalmouth scramble with 15/
2 more in Pittsburgif-X tritutiph.
1
some open shots in the second
minutes left to play and the Nes Vancouver.
Miffflub by Devil
half," said Los- Angeles guard
goalie came out of it with a
Jerry West, who scored 28
painfully sprained knee.
points.
Since all National Hockey
Chenier, who scored 28, kept
League teams dress twc
By MIKE BRANDON
Baltimore in the game until unscoring column was T.C.
goalies, that wouldn't have
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
der the three minute mark.
26
with
16
and
Jamison
points
been so bad ... except that
Murray State's Baby Racers
Then Chamberlain, sidelined
_visited Owensboro Saturday rebounds. Darnell Adell added portions of the second half for Doug Favell, the Philly starter
was given a heave-ho game
evening romped over the 22 points and had 15 assists.
strategic reasons, whipped in a
Murray fired in 48-85 from the
misconduct by referee John
Kentucky Wesleyan junior
stuff shot for a 106-100 Laker
varsity 114-85. The Panthers floor for a hot .565 mark while lead with 2:14 remaining. Then Ashley late in the second period
were never lathe game as big Wesleyan hit on 33 of 73 for a McMillian scored four of his for arguing too long and too
Mike Coleman single handedly .452 pace. The young Racers game-high 31 points among loudly about Buffalo's third
outrebounded their hosts 55-43.
goal.
spelled defeat for Wesleyan.
three Laker baskets for an u.iMurray will be in action again
McLeod was helped off the
The 6-8 scoring ace fired in a
112-100 advansurmountable
ice by a couple of teammates
season high 47 points and Saturday evening by hosting the tage.
but was able to continue after a
grabbed 19 rebounds as the Martin Oilers of Carbondale,
20-minute respite. Despite obBaby Racers ran their season Illinois in a 5:30 p.m. tilt. The
vious pain, he blanked the
mark to 13 wins and four losses. varsity contest at 7:30 pits the
Racers
Tennessee.
East
against
the rest of the way and
Sabres
Murray went to the initiative
54 60-114
the Flyers earned the tie on
in the opening minutes and Murray
38 47-85
Bobby Clarke's goal with 81-2
played a strong defense to carry Wesleyan
47,
Murray(114(-Coleman
minutes left.
a 54-38 lead into the locker room
Jamison 26, Adell 22, Kelley 7,
Elsewhere, Boston and Monat the intermission.
A five-way tie for first place treal tied 2-2, New York beat
Frosh coach Kayo Willis Ftedmon 4, Crawford 4, Logan 2
among Ohio Valley Conference Los Angeles 4-2, Chicago deemptied his bench over the and Hale
Wesleyani 85 i-Lamar 24, basketball teams broke down feated Toronto 3-1 and Pittsfinal minutes of the contest as
the yearlings rolled to the easy Wood 19, Tooley 15, Allenson 8, into a three-way, first-place tie burgh downed Vancouver 6-4.
Saturday's scores: Boston 5,
and a three-way, second-place
win. Following Coleman in the Dugan 7, Meher 7, Lee 5.
Buffalo 1; New York 8, Pittssstandoff.
In toii place at 5-3 in the con- burgh 3; Montreal 6, Los Angeference are Morehead, Eastern les 5; Chicago -3, Ikbtfail
Kentucky, and Tennessee Tech. Minnesota 5, Philadelphia 1; St.
Second at 4-4 are Western Ken- Louis 5, Vancouver 4; Toronto
tucky, East Tennessee and 3, California 0.
Buffalo's Martin got his 38th
Middle Tennessee.
We tailor our money to fit your needs, whether it be for a
Bright and early each morning the Extraordinary Bank
The reshuffling came Satur- goal of the season on a firstnew home or improvements on your present one.
brand
business,
your
opens for another day of minding
day night when Eastern beat period breakaway, matching
OXFORD, Miss. (AP) - In Adolph Rupp,"was that Parker
Murray 74-72; East Tennessee the rookie record set last year
37 Southeastern Conference was sick all week with the flu: defeated Western 76-70; More- by teammate Gil Perreault.
These are a few of the extraordinary things we do in the
In the course of an extraordinary day we put a lot of
Montreal goalie Ken Dryden.
basketball meetings over a 2- He never practiced a day until head beat. Austin Peay 100-97;
loan. We
extrAUTOnary
of a day in a style that makes everything excourse
an
with
ahead
road
the
on
people
year period, Mississippi has yet Friday eyeing, and yet he did a and Tennessee Tech edged who tormented Boston in last
traordinary for you.
number of people personal loans for reasons
great
a
give
semifinal
season's
Cup
Stanley
him
asked
to defeat Kentucky. Saturday fine job in there. I
Middle Tennessee 59-58.
we won't mention.
night was no exception.
time and again if he wanted a
Before that, Morehead, East- playoffs, did it again Sunday,
kicking
snots,
39
out
including
The Wildcats, notching their 'rest and he said 'No, I feel
ern Kentucky, Western KenThe Extraordinary Bank... doing all the little necessities
seventh straight SEC win, out- fine."'
tucky, Middle Tennessee and numerous brilliant saves. His
Our Good Fortune Tellers keep busy depositing deposits,
prove a big point.
to
did the Rebels 90-82, as Jim AnKentucky upped its SEC to 9- Tennessee Tech were all in Boston counterpart, berry
opening new accounts and helping Johnny with his
had
Cheevers,
16
only
4saves.
to
dropped
Miss
Ole
24
with
drews led the attack
2, while
first place with 4-3 records.
Christmas Club; they tell you how Billdozer checking
Nevertheless, the Canadiens
points. Stan Key added 18 and 6.
Eastern shaved a 17-point
accounts work and help your wife choose the right color
It is extraordinary what we can do for you If you let us.
The Wildcats never trailed
Tom Parker, 17.
Murray lea(' after changing had to come from behind, gain:.
and pattern checkbook for her needs.
Pleau's
ing
the
tie
on
deadlock
Larry
6-6
a
broke
"Wheat pleased me tremen- after they
into a tight man-to-man defense
dously," said Kentucky coach early in the game before some that caused numerous turn- goal early in the final period
8,200 fans in the Rebel Coli- overs. The Colonels scored 22 of about a minute after Wayne.
seum.
the next 26 points on their way Cashman's second goal of the
Kentucky ran into foul to a 56-55 lead that just grew game put the Bruins in front.
The tie extended Boston's untrouble in the second half and
with time. Season-wise, Eastern
had to scramble when substi- is 10-7 and Murray 12-8.
_. beaten home streak to 22-tute forward Steve Strickland
Ron Mitchell snatched- 25 fames.
CATTLE
Rod Gilbert scored on the
scored on a corner shot with rebounds and Henry White lofAND
four minutes left to make it 77- ted in 23 points as East Ten- first shot of the game and Ted
LIVESTOCK
72.
nessee State snatched a 76-70 Irvine and GeneTorr also tallBUYERS
Fred Cox led Ole Miss with win over Western Kentucky. ied early in the first period as
We want men in this area.
23 followed by David Rhodes East Tennessee is 9-10 over-all, New York bolted to a 3-0 lead
KY.
MURRAY
Train to buy cattle, sheep
over Los Angeles. The Kings
with 20.
Western is 10-9.
and hogs.
Kentucky plays Mississippi
Morehead's 100-97 victory rebounded on second-period
We will train qualified men
Starkville,
in
tonight
State
visiting Austin Peay was goals by Real Lemieux and
over
experiwith some livestock
Three Convenient Locations ..
Miss.
ensured when sophomore guard Butch Goring, the latter a penence. For local interview,
write today with your backIn other weekend SEC action, Howard Walien hit two clutch alty shot, before „Iran Batelle
ground. Include your full
Auburn beat Florida 103-100; free throws in the final 20 sec- clinched the victory with just
address and phone number.
South Branch
Alabama defeated, Louisiana andnf--Wallen- turned in -a-ca- .211.ff sekltijuiMgea
`
Cliff
Koroll's third-period
State 109 in a four-overtfl-ne reer-high 30 points and 12 as12fh & Story
•
power play, goal and Chico
4420 Madison
me; Georgia defeated Van- sists. MSLI
_
Maki's
Tennessee
deflection
LLOW
derbilt 96-91, and
tin Pegg is 741 for the some
.latHull's long shot 74
at Mississippi State 71-61.
and 2-t1n -the -conference.

After having a 17-point lead
cut to nothing, the Murray State
Racers saw their OVC hopes
dealt a serious blow with a 7472 loss at Eastern Kentucky.
Early in the second half, the
Racers had led by 17 points, but
fell
victim to Eastern's
pressing defense during a
damaging seven- minute
streak. The Colonels outscored
Murray 24-4 during the wild
seven minutes to go from a 51-34
deficit to a 58-55 lead.Dominating the first half with
expert ball control, a hot
shooting hand and superior play
Ander Use board, Murray
slipped into its 12 point halftime lead. Guards Steve Barret,
Ron Rillians, and reserve Steve
Brown took turns directing the
offense, while Les Taylor and
Bill Mancini worked with
center Marcelous Starks on the
boards.
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Ws never too
sprilig
Right now you may be scraping the ice off your windshield
every morning and checking
the antifreeze level in your radiator, but spring, as the old
saying goespis right aniund the'
corner.
During the winter months
your car takes a lot of abuse.
The cold weather is a strain on
the electrical system that has
to work overtime, on the engine
that has to fire up in freezing
weather, on the driveline that
has to mesh teeth with gelatinthick lubricants.
—
But as the days begin to grow
longer and the weatherman
starts predicting highs of 50 instead of 28, it is time to spend a
few hours getting your car
ready for the warmer weather.
If you live in the snow belt,
your fi order of business is to
' dolga, the un!hoc
dercarriage of the family buga.It is best to check the Yel. low Pages for an outfit that
specializes in Steam clea
if you can't find one, ask an auto dealership. They will either
know of someone who can perform the service or do it themselves. A lot of salt and sand
can cake up in the fender wells
and rocker panels. If left unchecked it can lead to irrepar- able rust image.-' And while you are steam
Cleaning the chassis, spray the
engine compartment taking
care not to spray the exterior
lentiever hood mu:faces-That-"`"- steam polent stufrana it can
peel the paint right off the car if
you're not carefu1.1
The next order of business is
to flush the_ cooling system.
pon't just drain, the, radiator.
be sure to drain the block and
beating system as well. Refill
with more antifreeze solution
tor at least a water pump lubricant. Older cars may have
grease fittings, on the water
pump, but later models depend
on lubricants in the water to do
the job.
While you Mve the'cooling
system drained, check all the
hoses for sponginess or cracks.
,AL-place all questionable hoses

cutback
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"The einnertntiresmi in UrBOONE'S

SKIRTS
ea. 49
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
February 29, 1972

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
4 for 99;
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Ro(çe's Cleaners
Coupon Goad item
February n, 1972
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On
your Dry
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69c

Bring any number. You must present this
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Clip
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February n, 1972
•

•

BOONE'

BOONE'S
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and PLAIN DRESSES

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners

coupons Good
thru February 29,
1972 at all Boone's
Cleaners Stores.
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February 29, 1972
•
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n basic education for everyone. A- bilities. The community has e
'The equality to which the state --eintY. under Penalty of self-de-11liound can pertain only to the-4- struction, to enforce that conbasic education; the state can- cept.
However, the need for the
not possibly supply everyone
with the "extras" which par- young men may be so great or
ents in some areas can and
nde
chrsta
ledndtoing
theoir
f th
deeser
i:
s
have a right to give their chil- sues wuhi
dren. (The absolute equality Lion so inculpably erroneous
the c
countrytcan
Lowne
harrmm
emigt pnun
ta:
advocated by Socialists is both that
ic and unjust.)
However, according to dis- proportionately the morale of
trilnitive justice the state its citizens who rightly expect
should supplement its usual al- goverrunent to be just in distillotment of educational funds so butmg the common burden.
From my knowledge of cirthat poor school districts will
not suffer unreasonable hard- cumstances, I would not favor
ships in raising their contribu- amnesty. Because of the pres.
tion toward the standard edu- ent world forces armed for evil
cation. A higher tax rate, iftmy the UnitedStates will soon be al
judgment, does not necessarily war again. But unless it is stern
now to deserters, the desertions
constitute an unreasonable
hardship unless it is injurious next time will be in far greater
and not simply the natural toll numbers, perhaps even great
enough to thwart the national
of poverty.
- effort.
Dear Father Lester:
Now that our flghting-ITFATIet;
Address your questions to
mm is about over, should the Fattier Lester in care
of Copley
government grant amnesty to skim_ Service, P.O.
Bo: 190,
the thousands oT American,.
Elea Diego, Calif. 92112, enboys who fled to Canada and closing
a stamped, selfelsewhere rather than serve in addressed
envelope.
the armed foroati?-----•
T.P.
Mar T.P.:
Under ordinary conditions,
the community should not allow the young men to return
WV 13•111M7•10 DANS INCE TIIIIMwithout punishment. Citizen- 0•.•3 up. My A1140410 I.,6.041•11-66. Ala
Et•r.
lye Glom Alth. No .M4•0•••
ship is not a one-way street —
•/41,40DI.S.aox nap. poeucoe. KY 000*1
'
all privileges and no responsi-

Hospital Report

THANK YOU! That is what these money
saving coupons are meant to say. We appreciate your business. And remember
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and fine service
remain the same...Nothing changed but the
price!

The
more
valuable
coupons you us,?
the ITIOre you
save

State's education duty cited'

Ey FATHER LESTER
Copley NewslervIce
Deer Father Lester:
OTTAWA 7- Those little old campaign against the seal hunt
Isn't it unfair discrimination
ladies in the mink stoles in New been that probably no other
between rich and poor for a
can travel around the country
and clamps at this time.
York and other U.S. cities are cause has given Canada such
state school system, such as in
If your car is equipped with as we have dreamed of doing
getting the blame from angry an international black eye.
Texas, to provide most of the
consulates
emand
Canadian
an air-conditioning unit, it too for many years. I would like to
Canadian fishermen for the
money from local property
abroad
been
have
should be checked out, but this purchase one of the Japanese
latest reduction in baby seal bassies
taxes which allows wealthy
picketed, films have been
is a task best left 101.bef,‘Perts• trucks because rtt_Alig.i.r_ low
hunting._
__
-- shOttlft widtlikr"fie the United ..listricts to have elaborate
Many dealerships and auto price and operating economy,
school buildings and highly
Members of
garages have "Spring Spe- but I notice that they have a Newfoundland, Parliament for States, Europe and Australia
paid teachers while poorer disspokesmen
for
cials" on air-conditioning tune- relatively low GVW (Gross Vehelpless little sea
'
a
tricts have to tax themselves
the fishermen, are furious over dePichag
being slaughtered.
ups. If you try to prep up the hicle Weight) and it would be
double to pay for a mere stenthe way the wealthy "sentiMany Canadians believe that
unit yourself you might do real easy to overload the truck.
dard education?
mentalists" have persuaded if the seal pup were an ugly
more damage than good.
Do you think it would be wise to
Harold D.
the Canadian govermnent to creature there would be no
Tires and brakes take quite a buy this kind of a truck and
take away greatly needed inDear Harold:
beating during the winter. beef it up to handle what I want come
fuss. But the seal's appeal and
Parents have the primary refrom the seal hunters.
Those snow tires should come to carry around, or would I be
the seemingly barbaric method
sponsibility of seeing to their
off as soon as the last storm has better off getting a larger truck
Ambrose Peddle, one of the of clubbing it to death have won
children's education. So far as
passed into the next county. It to start off with' — G. E. P., irate members of Parliament, the day and Fisheries Minister
possible, therefore, they should
California
is best to keep your snow tires
says Fisheries Minister Jack Davis has surrendered.
determine the quality and
on their own rims, rather than
He claims to the contrary, of
Davis has simply caved in unquantity of the education and
have the added cost twice a
A. You don't say how big a
der pressure exerted by an in- course, saying that he has not delegate as little responsibility
year of remounting tires.
camper you plan to tote
ternational group of sympa- been influenced by all those
as possible to remote, inaccesBefore you put the snow tires around, but you are correct in
thizers for the baby seal. Ped- dowagers in mink. Indeed; Ole
bureaucrats. In alignment
away until next year, scrub saying that it is easyto overdle says his fishermen need the Davis is Permitting amen fistP---- with
that principle school disthem off with soap and water load a small truck. By the time
extra $1,500 they can make in errnen to take some seals but
tricts naturally will differ
and deflate them to about 20 you beef up the truck with overbigger
the
operators are
sealing for the very basic purewhat according to the
pounds pressure. And if you load springs, big TiMS and tires
pose of feeding their families. banned for this seasorii--------P'"""
ideas, degree of interest,
and
have a piece of chalk handy, and other items, you might be
But it also appears that Davis
pocketbooks
of
the
parents.
But he and his hard-bitten is aiming for a six-year moremark which side of the car they up there in the price range of a
The principle of subsidiarity
colleagues sardonically ob- tctrium on.
off so _ you can -switch domestic truck. And you might
seal hunting in the
also demands that the parents
serve
that
Newfoundland
famian
them around next year.
find that a camper box on
Gulf of St. Lavrrence and even- do
what they can for themlies aren't as cute as the seal tually a total ban.
The brakes should be in- import truck is too small for
selves and thus preserve conpups. The enormous appeal of
spected routinely about every comfort over a long haul. The
Davis asserts that the cuttrol over their own lives rather
the young seals with their big, back on seal killing has been
six months. While you have foreign pickups are primarily
than
entrust that control to othinnocent
eyes,
being
clubbed
to
rear tires off, pull the brake intended for weekend chores
made necessary because of
death by apparently cruel faulty statistics. He has sud- ers. Naturally that, too, means
drums and look for leaky wheel while the domestic units have
Canadians, has won the day. denly discovered that the seal school districts will differ.
cylinders, thin linings or caked models built expressly for
It is fitting, though, that the
Indeed,flo successful has the population currently is only 1.2
dirt on the brake plate itself. If hauling camper shells. Shop
state oversees and guarantees
million,. instead of 2.5 million.
rear brakes are in tad carefully; either choice is an
.
shape, it is a fair bet that the expensive'Proposition.
Canadian fishermen were
front shoes aren't in too great a
mighty suspicious of the new
shape either.
*
*
figures. They asked who
While most of today's auto-counted the seals and ques11
mobiles seldom _ .ever
you'd like t.t—irebruarY 11:;
tioned whether Davis went out .
"Stisperiathei lutiricarIcKTPOST-Ourarteadivirmrtave4r6212112&—la
' An a coast guard cutter, tabudon't neglect the transmission • questioo iibout your Turi,-11—
o- -MR-SERI' 7 --lating the seal population as it
and differential fluid levels. If torcycle or recreational vehicswam by.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
they are low there is a reason le, write: Motorways, P.O. Box
However, according to the
190, San Diego, Calif. 92112.
Baby Girl Scalf (Mrs. Hazel much-harassed fisheries minfor it. Find the problem and
Scalf), 902 Story Ave., Murray, ister, the new, lower figures
correct it. And if you live in an
Baby boy Ball (Mrs. Sheridan 'err rorrect and they are such
area of extreme cold, you may
need different viscosities for
Hall), 105 S. 12th St., Murray. as to demand a reduction in the
A POINTED FIND
summer and winter driving.
hunt.
DISMISSALS
READING. England (AP) After you've done all the A 2.000-year-old
The total catch this spring
Miss Jane Ann Barrow, Rt. 2,
Celtic sword
checking and maintenance you found by a skin diver in
the Hazel, Mrs. Abbie Lee Wiliams, will be limited to 160,000 which
can, take your trusty chariot in river Thames, has been de- 1714 Keenland, Murray, Carl means that about 85,000 seals
for an engine tune-up. Trying to scribed by-o-niuseum expert in Wayne Garland, New Concord, will be spared under the new
drive in summer on a carbure- Berkshire as "a very exciting Hafton Cleatus Garner, P.
0. Davis ruling.
tor set for winter operation is discovery." The three-foot-long Boa 594, Murray,
Animal lovers probably
Mrs. Irma
like Wearing snowshoes at the sword "is exceptionally beau- Jean
Franklin, Rt. 7, Benton, won't be satisfied until there is
—
teach.
a complete halt to the killing of
tiful and was probably Owned Mrs.
Gela Gail Green and Bab).
by ad aristocratic Celtic waryoung seals, but meantime
Girlr-Rt. 4, Murray, Luther
Q. I have'not retired and am
rior." said an official at Readthey appear to be winning tieir
planning to buy a pickup truck ing
Alexander
Richerson,
Puryear.
Museum.
battle, much to the annoyance
and mariper-so--MY- wife and I
of hundreds of hunters in the
depressed and job-hungry
\Maritime and Quebec regions.

All Coupons Good Thru
February 29, 1972

No limit on
what you bring
on each coupon

hunT

ea. $ 1.09
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
February 29, 1972
%%%%%%%%%

•• N.

••

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
-Convenferft -Eeeettons

LAUNDRY IL CLEANERS
'The ClearieT
'
ed in Yoiir'5-

•`•

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points
--Story Ave.
603 Main

WHEREAS, the Congress of
the
States
United
has
recognized the growing, and
imperative need for Vocational
Education and has provided
.broacler concepts of career
education to prepare individuals for the world of work;
and
WHEREAS, through the
on
emphasis
increased
preparing individuals to enter
new
employment, many
programs are now available to
assist individuals in reaching
their occupational goals; and
WHEREAS, one week in
February has been set aside by
proclamation of the Governor of
as Vocational
Kentucky
Education Week; and
WHEREAS., the ultimate
success of this endeavor rests
with each and every individual
who is concerned with providing
training opportunitiies through
a comprehensive educational
curriculum for all students; and
WHEREAS, Vocational
Education serves high school
youth as well as adults in
preparing them for occupations
in Agriculture, Business and
Marketing
Office.
and
Distributive, Home Econom—
cuptations, Industrial Art,
and Industries, Health ,Occuptations, Industrial Artd,
Technical Education and
the
through
efforts of
Vocational Counseling by
assisting individuals to reach
their occupational goals;
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Holmes Ellis, Mayor of the City
of Murray, do hereby proclaim
February 13 through 19, 1972, as
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
WEEK
IN THE CITY OF Murray and
urge all citizens of this great
community to visit the
Vocational programs in their
high schools thereby making
themselves better acquainted
with the services offered by
tohese dedicted institutions to the.
extent that each citizen can
benefit from these services.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
have here tuitq set my hand and
qiiused
of,the
Murray, to tie affixed this 11th (lay of February, 1972.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
•
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One out of three families
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will have someone in the

hospital_ this_yearand it may not.be your neighbor
you don't plan on it. But shouldn't you plan for it?
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Plan your family's protection with Blue Crosse and Blue

Ill

Shield.' quality health care protectionto help meet today's
health care costs.
BLUE CROSS offers a variety of plans that pay from $25
to $40 a day toward your hospital room, plus comprehensive benefits that pile in full all covered hospital services.
BLUE SHIELD has two-plans: Schedillet provides allowances up to $270, and Schedule D provides allowances up
to $405 for surgical expense; both include in-hospital medical; x-ray and anesthesia allowances.
_
• With comprehensive Blue Crossand ;Blue. Shield,
Schedule C or D, you are eligible to apply for additional
protection available' throtigh the Extended Benefits
Endorsement,This Endorsement adds and increases specified benefits out-of-the-hospital, during hospitalization and
following hospitalization.
• "Programs" are available forcoltege students, groivitig
families (includes maternity benefits), individuals, even a
plan for those over 65 that supplements but does flat duplicate Medicare. Send today for details of the plans that fit
your needs. There's no obligation. No- salesman will call.
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Our only business is
helping you get good
health care you can afford.
et
Kehtucky Blue Cross anti Blue Shield, 3101 Bardstown Rd., Louisville, Ky.
40205
Without obligation Please send Blue Cross and Blue Shield information
(Check all items that apply to you
Name (Mr) f Mrs ( iMissl
Address
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interested irrimproving my benefits My Certificate No
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an Employee Group
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A ,BURNING ISSUE

How do you smoke out blame for social ills?

nunity has a
ty of self-de- -rce that con-- -

Life is so much more complicated than it ever used to be.
First time somebody burned a
hole in my coat with their
cigarette, I knew squarely
where to . place the blame.
"You burned a hole in my
coat!" I yelled at the man who
held the cigarette which had
burned the hole in my coat.
"I'm terribly sorry," he said."It was all my fault. Can you
have it fixed and send me the
bill?
"Ah,forget it," I said, softening in the face of such an honest
confession. "It was an old coat
anyway."
.
That was many years ago,
when I thought I understood the
difference between right and
wrong. Society has changed so
much since then, I'm no longer
sure what's right or wrong.
Sometimes,I can't-even tell the
victim from the victimized.
I never realized just how

need for the
* so great or
ng of the istheir deserly erroneous
an remit punharming disie morale of-7
ightly expect
just in distri'
in burden. - Pledge of ciruld not favor
? of the pres
•Ined for evil
will soon be al
.ess it is stern
he desertlass
.n far greater,
s even great.
the national
•
Al 646144il••
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"You have to share the
blame for that," he said, flicking ashes on the carpet. "You
kikve wIllinglY. even eathrslas-.
tically, subscribed to open
smoking in ow society. You
have done this without giving
any thought to the consequences of such an atmosphere, and now, when you are
the one threatened by this dangerous condition which you
have helped create, you pre-

1

NI

NI

,

"Look," I said. "It's your
cigarette, right? And my coat,
right? And your cigarette was
aggressive while my coat was
passive. And you were responsible for the actions of your
cigarette, so you are the one.
who must be held accountable.
Right?"
"Wrong," he said. "You
helped put that cigarege in my
hand."
"You've got me confused
with somebody else, buddy," I
said. "I don't even carry the
things."
"An," he said. "but you are
as guilty as I for the eaatence
of this symbol of a wanton society. Do you not subscribe to
magazines which are subsidized by the overly glamorous
advertising of cigarettes? Does
not your own newspaper play a
iiinThifrole-hints- eticourage-

manly, sophisticated and rewill be required in 1973.
warding habit, when instead it
Experiments have shown
is a dangerous one?"
that light-reflecting license
"So I should stop reading
plates can prevent accidents in
magazines and quit my job so
the dark. Light-reflecting
you'd stop burning holes in my
plates are used in some states
coat?" I said.
in the United States. In En"Well," he said, blowing
gland,.France and West Cermore smoke rings, "I cannot
many they are permitted but
guarantee that repentance on
not required.
your part at this late date will
symbol of the
eliminate overnight the unde- the blame for this
of our sodestructive
nature
sirable condition which has
been allowed to exist for so ciety, it is hardly fair to expect
me to pay for it merely because
long, but I can assure you that
the first step toward alleviating I happened to be the innocent
victim of an inflammable ensuch intolerable conditions is
admitting that we are all to vironment"----"I see all right,".1 said. "I've
blame."
got a hole in my coat and you're
see,".! said. "And in the the victim."
meantime, what do you pro"Society is the one who must
pose to do about the hole you answer for the hole-in your
burned in my coat?"
coat," he said, disappearing in
"I don't think you see at all," a dotal of smoke:
he said. "Since everybody, inFortunately it was an
cluding yourself-, must share coat anywayE.
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SAVE
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In order to fight inflation and to continue to bring to our
customers theloWest prices in town-. Sav-Rite wig have a
Once-A-Month Cent Sale and will feature low-lovilrices on a
variety of items selectid especially for this sale..
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"You are as much to blame
as I. he said.
"Me'" I said. "I don't even
anoke cigarettes, and I always
hold my cigar over my head at
cocktail parties."
"My cigarette is only a symbol of the destructive environment which society libuilt
around us," he said.
"This is no symbol!" I said,
showing him the big hole in my
coat.
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Phone 753-8304

much society has changed until
the other night when Somebody
burned a hole in my coat with
his cigarette.
"You burned a hole in my
coat!" I yelled at the man who
held the cigarette which had
burned the hole in my coat.
.."It's not my fault," he said,
blowing little smoke rings into
the air.
-It's your cigarette," I said.
"And you stood there and carelessly let it burn a hole in my
coat. So whose fault is it?"
"Society's, man," he said.
"Where is this society,
man?" I said. looking around
the room.
-Society is all of us," he said.
-Thanks for telling me," I
said.
''But right now I'm the only
one in this corner of society
with a hole burned in his coat
and you're the only one snick

Swedes to ese reflectieg.
limns plates in '13
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_

Peking trip puts Quake predicter is a new spin-off
•
Nixon in leopardy

By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
Space agency officials, tired
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
of being scolded by Congress
Copley News Service
for big spending, are barking
: NEW YORK -"I am fatalistic on the subject of assassination," back with a list of achieven after he became president,*melts benefiting us groundhog
observed.EranklieJ),..NeeleyelegiAge
taWYers, evthi to the point
hNo vigilance can wholly protect a president." Every president adopts this fatalistic view and President Nixon where earthquakes may be
is no exception. FDR's life was particularly in peril while traveling forecast late rainstorms,
The National Aeronautics
overseas to World War II conferences. But no president has journeyed to a foreign nation so fraught with personal peril as Presi- and Space Administration, of
course, is at great pains to exdent Nixon is with his forthcoming February journey to Peking.
Mr. Nixon embarks on his epic undertaking in the wake of one of plain that the aerospace industhe most far-reaching internal upheavals and political purges in try actually turns up most of
Red China's recent history. It has been =firmed that Chairman the earthbound goodies coming
Mao Tse-tung's heir apparent, Lin Piao, the once powerful head of out of space research. NASA
the Chinese army,is dead along with the army's chief of staff and merely passes them along to
three senior officers in an air crash in Mongolia. It is said that Lin the consumer-taxpayer.
One of the more impressive
sought to stage a takeover and assassinate Chairman Mao. Why?
"It is argued," writes the respected London Observer, "that of the so-called new space spinapart from sharp differences over internal policies, Mao's and offs is the electronic "tiltChina's military pundits have quarreled Tilt the proposed visit of meter," produced by the Autonetics Division of North AmeiPresident Nixon to Peking."
Since the so-called cultural revolution of 1966, China has been can Rockwell to help navigate
seething with internal turmoil. Although it estimated that more
It turns out the "tiltmeter"
than one million perished in the upheavells that convulsed China,
many lower echelon officials loyal to Lin Piao and other'purged ele- has a potential earth-like talent
ments have gone underground and might be eager to discredit the - the predictions of earthIT-42ipuiltes before they quake.
current Peking leadership.
How can the President's personal safety be guaranteed with mkt- - Four of these electronic
marvels have been bought by
a clear and present danger?
"I cannot rule out a threat to the President's life," Nationalist the state of California, where
Chinese Foreign Minister Chow Shu-kai observed on Jan. 18. "He earthquakes are a rather fremay become a victim of the continued struggle for power among -*tent happening.
Wesley G. Bruer, state geolothe Conimunist leaders."
This warning will doubtlessly be ignored,written off as a product gist, says the tilt-measuring
of the bitterness the Nationalists feel for a United States that has instruments will be used by the
betrayed them. However, it has been the Nationalist Chinese for state Department of Mines arid
the last 15 years who have provided us the most accurate informa-__A Geology in its study of earthquakes and their causes.
tion of what has really been going on within China.
-In several instances in the
It was the Nationalists, for example, who first told us of the mill, past year, tilt-type instrument:sOral revolution which American Asian scholars first refused to be
ieve.These are the same -scholars" who have been highly influen- have given a precursory indi14
filit with former Harvardatademit and htneforeign policy advtler^ cation of earthquakes-from
acthe
of
advance
in
hours
the
34
all
to
"Asian
Nearly
Kissinger.
to President Nixon, Henry
scholars" in favor at the White House have almost no firsthand ex- tual occurrence," he points out.
-perience in China.
"They've also pointed toward
It is forgotten that assassinated President Jahn F. Kennedy was the direction of the earthmisled by his advisers on the May, 1961, Vienna meeting With then quake's center.
"We want to get much more
Russian Premier Nikita Khrushchev. That meeting not only turned
into a disaster but led directly to the Soviet-inspired Cuban missile data frorn this sort of thing so
crisis of OcWier-NoVernber, 1962- a crisis that U.S. officials re- that, hopefully,in th#future we
fused to believe was imminent despite evidence weeks before the may be able to develop an
actual crisis.
earthquake prediction system
The assassination of President Kennedy followed a year after the using tiltmeter and other meaCuban crisis and despite abundant evidence of Lee Harvey surements."
Oswald's connections with Premier Fidel Castro's Cuba and his
The tiltrneters will be instay in the Soviet Union, the Warren Commission dismissed the act stalled along the famed San
as motivated by a disturbed loner and not a Marxist fanatic. It is Andreas fault source of most
forgotten, moreover, that Oswald, according to his wife Marina, California earthquakes. They
had also threatened to kill Mr. Nixon.
:record movements like the tiltWho can be certain that when President Nixon journeys CO MIMI tag or buckling triggered by
that a similar situation as developed in Dallas could not develop irr-hitrauts in the earth's crust,
Peking? The virulent -hate America" campaign that has gone on thus forecasting a potential
in China outwardly has been swiftly turned off by the Red Chinese earthquake condition.
leadership. But is it that easy to turn off a small band of Chinese inUnlike a seismograph, which
tellectuals with rifles seething with hatred for an American Presi- records earthquakes and
dent, the symbol of "American imperialism?"
measures their severity, the
Blind refusal to believe the worst continues to characterize our
relations with nations abroad. Time and again the "experts" in and
out of government have been wrong. Mrs. Pat Nixon, for example,
was almost caught up in a coup launched in Ghana only a few days
after her visit to that African nation. The State Department and the
White House were taken totally by surprise.
The facts suggest that American "China experts" pushing the
President's Peking trip are placing Mr. Nixon in personal ieopardy
by such a journey.

hew itglacecraft-10-13e used during
tiltmeter charts earth move- tory, Pasadener,-developed under NASA con- the manned earth-to-space
ment before a quake.
"It also measures movement tract, a sophisticated pollution shuttle system later in this de
during and after a quake," ex- detector to monitor smog and cade.
plains k R. Schroter, North other air pollutants. Called a
On earth, instruments
American Rockwell special high-speed interferometer measure
ozone, carbon
out
being
checked
is
it
products director. "Obviously, (HSI),
carbon
dioxide, sulmonoxide,
if earthquakes can be predicted on Los Angeles' busy Santa fur dioxide and nitric oxides to
Freeway.
Monica
far enough in advance, many
the extent of air
At the request of the determine
lives can be saved all over the
pollution. The space-inspired
Highof
Division
California
world."
detector, however, also
The tiltmeter is a two-axis, ways, JPL engineers are measures even the most
dozen
levels
a
of
the
recording
circular glass enclosure, an
minute quantities of ammonia,
inch in diameter and contain- smog elements, especially acetylene, ethylene, forthe
and
during
morning
ing a fluid with a bubble at the
maldehyde, hydrochloride and
evening traffic peaks.
center.
methane, nitrogen perioxide
the
smog
monitoring
While
Any motion causing the
and the-so-called
meter to tilt puts an electric components won't eliminate chemicals which appear to be
they
hope
scientists
JPL
charge on platinum electrodes them,
the most severe eye irritants.
and feeds quake data into a will be able to analyze the ("Pan" is alphabetese for
thus
and
work
elements
toward
computer. In turn it records the
_ perozy-acetyl-nitratol.)
minimizing air pollutants.
extent of the shake-up.
system
works
in
Lee-If the
Schroter points out that the
MONSTROOSPORTUNE
seismograph often is knocked Angeles, it will be tried in other
The film "Frankenstein,"
smog-laden cities.
out by a strong earth shock.
The HSI will be used on hi- which made the late Boris KarThe tiltmeter, however, will lure spacecraft. Dr. C. B. toff a star, has celebrated its
-IF-liki made
continue to woa- even under Farmer, JPL scientist
-40th birthder-extreme shock conditions, he NASA-JPL team surveying about $5 million kir Universal
adds.
pollutants, if any, tossed off by Studios. It cast OMANI to
The Jet Propulsion Labora- earth-orbiting satellites or by make. —.

HISTORICAL VOLU E ov.. Wendell H. Ford was recisopy presented with a
the Ohio," a Kentucky history of the period 1748 to
special copy of "Valley
1791, by renowned early historian Mann Butler. Dr. Hambleton Tapp, left, of the
Kentucky Historical Society, presented the manuscript, never, previously offered
in book form, to tTie govern,)r. (Steve Mitchell Photo)

Machines prong
SIMI to mai
Humans have been pronounced the superior of the machine in court reporting by a
committee of eight judges,lawyers and other experts in three
months of tests in New York
courts.
It was found that secondary
devices made many errors,
partly because reporters can
ask for repetition of unclear
statements.

Nuclear freighter
retired as IMMO

on

The Savannah, 22,000 tons,
the world's first atomicpowered surface vessel, has
ended her seagoing life and is
berthed in a dock at Savannah,
Georgia, where she will
demonstrate the peaceful uses
of atomic energy.
The Savannah, costing $75
million, made her maiden
voyage in 1962. She was retired
because of her high running
costs.

Take Seattle, Wash. It is having its economic troubles because of the sharp layoffs in the
Boeing Co., the community's
chief employer. Yet Seattle is
far ahead of most U.S. cities
when it. corner Sainrift-vner.'
gency aid for heart disease patients.
Dr. Leonard A. Cobb, a
Seattle cardiologist, and Fire
Chief Gordon F. Vickery found
out that 70 per cent of the more
than 600,000 people who die of
coronary heart disease in this
country each year never reach
a hospital.

life and death," says Dr.
Werner Samson, a Seattle car, diologist and active in Medic 1.
"But studies have shown that
the major delay in receiving_
proper emergency care is
between the time the patient
develops symptoms and when
he decides to do something
about it."

In California, the Balboa
Naval Hospital and the Naval
Electronics Laboratory Center
have joined forces at San Diego
to provide faster medical care.
Balboa is the largest military
hospital in the world. Just
seven miles away is NELC, the
Navy's major center for re
search and development of
electriinics equipment and systems.
One of the joint projects is a
process to provide overnight
interpretations of electrocardiograms. Tapes containing
heart performance data are
hurried by Navy courier from
the hospital to NELC to be run
through the center's compute.
If there is a showing of abnormal heart action, the reading
specifies why and the report is
rushed by courier back to the
hospital. Thus valuable hours
are saved between the time of
diagnosis and treatment- and
sometimes lives as well.

They decided to do something
about this, at least so far as
Seattle was concerned.
The result today is known as
Medic 1, a rapid-response mobile intensive coronary care
system. Ten Seettle Fire DeIfr
GL 1L -Aid
the mobile unit whose mission
Es to rush heart seizure victims
to hospitals in thee shortest possible time and provide pre-hospital coronary care en route.
In the first year of Medic l's
operation, an estimated 44 lives
were saved by quick action. All
14 Seattle hospitals cooperate
by eliminating two earlier
roadblocks: the emergency
room and the admitting effice.
Resuscitated patients are admitted directly to the hospital
coronary care rooms on
arrival.

And speaking of longevity,
Robert Koch ran away from his
Traunstein, Germany, nursing
home to get married.

Bed availability already has
been confirmed in advance as
the patient is rushed to the
hospital.
"Immediate and proper
resuscitative measures can
mean the difference between

"The staff did everything it
could to stop our secret
meetings," says Koch, describing his courtship of Magdalene
Klein, 72.
They were married recently
- on Koch's 100th birthday

Rear Adm. Horace D.
Warden,- Balboa Naval Hospital commanding officer, sees
the new partnership as "a
working plan to make the scientific and technical capabilities of Navy technical centers
available to the Navy medical
program"
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Silverplate
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ITEM

REASONS WHY
YOu SHOULD
SUPPORT THE
HEART FUND!

By FRANK NIACOMBER
Copley News Service
If you wince the next time
you get a doctor's bill, just remember that modern medicine
appears to be winning the battle to prolong the hurnan life
beyond limits believed impossible just a few years ago.
Medical science has embarked on this mission in a variety of ways, with special emvhiesis an new drugs and swifter emergency service when
help in minutes rather than
hours might save a life.

Special- to-Order
Service

pattern here?

i St. John Is*CBI Radio aetwaii"Speciins" commentator and
Is seen each Monday on the MTV "Meenbe News" with John
Hart.)
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By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
-- NEW YORK — A decade ago
KENTUCKY WINTER: SOFT AS A BLOSSOM,
WILD AS A MUSTANG
"ecumenism" crept into the
American language, difficult to
By Helen Price Stacy
—
pronounce at first and someWEST LIBERTY, Ky.—Weather in Kentucky could never be
monotonous. After living in the commonwealth through her - what obscure in meaning to
many people.
various seasons, how could one ever be content with endless days
Today it is a standard part of
of sunshine and warmth, weeks without rain or snow or days
the American language, but
without their weather surprises.
IFts it been accepted as a conInasmuch as sun lovers could sunbathe every month on Ken• cept? Has it brought Protestucky, choosing their days, Kentuckians will know that winter in
tant, Roman Catholic and Jew
the bluegrass state can be soft as a plum blossom or wild as an
closer together? Is Christian
horse.
untamed
unity in sight?
Kentucky's central and eastern region usually expect a first
Some say ecumenism is
but
flakes
are
big
and
feathery,
snow at Thanksgiving when
dead, floundering or in deep
nature sometimes sets her stage for an earlier curtain. She is not
trouble. Others contend that it
disappointed at the reaction.
has succeeded too well or that
For those who can remember 46 years ago (1926), the one-half
while national and internation-,
inch snow that fell in Central Kentucky in October had the effect
al church bodies are struggling
of a real live drama and was talked about for years.
to keep the concept. — and
That may have been the October remembered by C. M. Peyton
themselves — alive, ,ectunenof Morgan County who said he waslogging in the woods one Oct.9
isra's only hope for survival
when it snowed more than an inch accumulation. "I've planted
and growth lies at the grass
corn in snow," he added, "and I've cut corn with it snowing on
roots.
me."
The editors of America, the
Another Morgan Countian, Arthur Johnson, retired history
weekly independent Roman
Catholic magazine published
teacher, remembers his father telling about cold weather in
by the Jesuits of the United
February 1899. His father and his neighbors had livestock freeze
States and Canada, decided to
to death in recorded temperatures of 33 degrees below zero.
find out where ecumenism was
If weather, like history, repeats itself there are other surprises
in the opinions of Protestants
day
was
not
a
awaiting weather watchers. Easter Sunday in 1923
and Catholics who were in a pofor fashionable folk to wear new spring clothes. The temperature
sition to know.
thick
creeks,
in
small
Ice
froze
degree
above.
one
that day was
What they learned-was that
enough for horses to walk across.
there is far from consensus, alHowever, nature, not to forget warm weather devotees brought though several points of agree90-degree heat at 3 p.m. on May 8 that same year, then had a
ment exist, mainly that nationchange of heart and started snow falling before dark. She then got
al church leaders can talk
busy with something else and did not turn off the snow faucet until
themselves hoarse about -eculate next day. By then farmers were out looking at snow-covered• menism and can meige—denomfields of corn big enough to plow.
inations ad infinitum, but unity
For some reason big snows—the-so-called old-fashioned kind—
can prevail only at the local
have been absent for a number of winters. Old-timers may
level.
recall that on Feb. 20, 1929, snow began falling and didn't stop in
"I believe ... the advanceEastern Kentucky until it was 20 inches deep.
ment of Christian unity ... will
But Kentucky weather has a little bit of something for everyone.
take the grassroots action of
We, the people,' to get on with
In 1931-32 Eastern Kentucky had no snow till March and no
the job of ecumenism — to put
freezing temperatures. Farmers hoed onions during Christmas
some muscle into tle. tearing
t winter.
But nature, knowing how youthful Kentuckians like snow, down of those walls that stand
decided that the winter of 1935-36 would be one for them to between us," wrote Bishop
ember. She started filling the sky with snow on Christmas Joseph A. Durick of the Roman
y, brought more cold weather and snow that did not melt until Catholic Diocese of Nashville
ch.
and a member of the U.S.
In 1892 when country folk had been keeping an eye on their Bishops' Committee for Ecu' (service) trees, anticipating eating the delectable fruit at menical and_ Int..OTreYgious Afperfect stage of ripeness, they did not allow themselves to be fairs.
The Rev. Don Roper, a
ppointed
The berries were.rip.en May lit year—a day when six in- United Presbyterian clergyman and executive director of
of snow fell, but a diary record noted that "Father said he ate
the interfaith Ecu-Media News
pe sarvis berries with snow over his shoes and some of the
Services, sees an air of pessi'
. 7-neighbors told of digging ripe strawberries out of the snow on the
misrn hovering over the ecue day."
The winters of 1913 and 1917 were cold and in the Ashland, menical movement. World, naton, Huntington area vehicles crossed the Ohio River on ice. tional and local councils of
churches are in an economic
Like all things, winter too will soon be gone to be replaced by a
squeeze, he noted, with some
beautiful spring. Make the most of it. Enjoy the beauty of
while others are
snowflake, the way tree trunks are textured and branches already dead
survival and most
for
fighting
outlined with snow—the grace of soft, gentle, mounds of white that
are frantically reorganizing in
have a way of transforming everything from discarded rusty
the hope that they can somes to mud banks into things of beauty.
-bow continue.
When late snows come, gather the family inside for ae
"Organized religion has
g together. Pop corn, bring out a pan of red apples or
awakened to the fact that it is in
a platter of fudge. Enjoy every moment of it, for it does not last
deep trouble," Roper observed,
forever.
"and consequently its ectunen-

Farm Bureau Appreciation Weekis Set
LOUISVILLE. Ky.—Pointing
-taLFarm Bureau's "positive
efforts" on behalf of agriculture
and its willingness to work with
other groups for the good of all,
Governor Wendell Ford has
proclaimed the week of
February 21 "Farm Bureau
Appreciation Week" in Kentucky.
Governor
Ford's
proclamation, signed in the
presence of Kentucky Farm
Bureau President Louis Ison
and the organization's field
service director, Willard (Mull)
Carroll, also calls attention to
Farm Bureau's record membership growth in recent years.
The proclamation notes that
"Kentuckians have responded

"OduCliOn

1640_

to Farm Bureau's programs by
joining the organization in
record numbers, with membership reaching 119,265 in
1971." It adds that the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation "is
now the sixth largest state
Farm Bureau in the nation, and
the third largest in the South."
In Kentucky, Farm Bureau
members pay annual dues to
join one of the state's 120 county
Farm Bureaus, which together
form the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation. In return,
the county and state Farm
Bureaus provide economic,
social and educational services
to members.
Farm Burean'ilfrogramsaal
politics are initiated by
members on the county level,

and are then acted upon by
county voting delegates to the
annual state Farm Bureau
convention.
A major Farm Bureau activity in 1971 was promotion of a
poundage quota system for
burley tobacco. The poundage
conept was unanimously endorsed by delegates to the 1970
state Farm Bureau convention,
was then steered through
Congress by Senator John
Sherman Cooper and the late
Congressman John C. Watts,
and ultimately was given
overwhelming approval by
growers in the May 4
referendum following an intensive
educational
and
promotional campaign by Farm
Bureau.

ical avant-garde is having to
spend more time 'minding the
store.'"
While the ecumenical movement was strongly stroking its
course Ave years ago, he said,
today it is afloat, but directionless. Hope is in sight, he added,
at the grass-roots level, which
is where many people believe
the "action"should be anyway.
Renewal groups cutting across
denominational lines are
springing up in communities
and neighborhoods, he reported, and youth groups are
forming their own "submarine
church."
One of those who operate at
the local level reported that
Christians have learrfkl to talk
and act together on significant
social issues but now need to
learn to"pray together in freedom. That was the observation of Mrs. C. B. McMakin, a
member of the ecumenical
Church of the Savior in Washington, D.C., and long active in
grass-roots ecumenical efforts.
"Social-action types frequently omit prayer," she observed, "and prayer-group
.devotees often have no social
impact. I would like to see us
reach the stage of combining
the two."
Another report from the local
level came from Mrs. John
Walsh, a Catholic who teaches
at Maremec Junkoreotleg
serves on the board of a Pastoral Counseling Institute organized by the Episcopal Diocese
of St. Louis.
-In my WASP t white AngloSaxon Protestant h neighborhood, the denominational lines
have vanished but the Christian
spirit is frequently discernible," She said
"In nitty-gritty Reetings On
housing or civil rights, it is now
common to serve Christian coalitions formed on the spot to
get the job done."
can see real bonds developing along Judeo-Christian
lines, too. Another is greater
openness and respect for beliefs as well as differing lifestyles and commitments."
Mrs. Walsh has great hope
for the quest of young people
for their own ethical values and
she expressed amazement at
the depth and simplicity of
their insight and "their evident
need for spiritual roots."
-The churches are No. 1 on
their phony list," she observed.
Tom and Lyn- Scheuring, a
Roman Catholic couple who
were co-directors of an ecumenical, evangelical coffeehouse in New York's East Village, have found hundreds of
prayer groups across the.. country doing what few ecumenists
have been able to do — "bringing Catholic and Protestant together in love and joy to worship."
"Most importantly," the couple commented,"they come together because they want to,
because the desire to praise
God together is stronger than
the forces of division."

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
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SPLITS IN HALF
PORT JEFFERSON. N.Y.
(AP) — A $12 million... nine-. _
month-old 34,000 ton oil tanker.
Martha R. Ingrain, split in half
and began sinking as she pulledaway from the dock here after
unloading a cargo of gasoline
and No. 2 fuel oil.
Only 200 gallons of gasoline
spilled into the hadlor and it
quickly evaporated. There were
no injuries among the 14 crewmen

Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model
-.of the smallest Beltone aid ever
made will be given absolutely
free to anyone answering this
ad vertisem pn t,.
Try it to see how it is worn
In the privacy of your own
home without cost or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep,
tree. It weighs less than a third
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
level,in one unit. No wires lead
-from body to head.
Jherifpikdels
tpe_09_3,1t
suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there is
no cost, and certainly no obligaera
tion. Write to Dept. Yen, Bel;41.rkit444**.f.
tome
APEittt'N'CID tt-tPPEL— A nurigty brut Kean leemes ow I erao wooer a.tr,
Victoria, Chicato.J11.119114.1-- ,...,;,-„aiikaatagthimatimustaantalkaajjka4viliefilitt.haLOstieLlysk hn*emitfishermen in area
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I'm SURE HE UVE5 IN A WHITE
VINE-COVERED COTTAGE WITH
ROSE ECU5HES, A PICKET FENCE
AND A WILLOW TREE:...

J4!‘-%- •
,
ii.

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM

I ORDER THE ARREST OF THE
EVIL WITCHMAN, HOO6AAN OF
OuGAAN-- ALL LOYAL
SUBJECTS-- HELP US
FIND HIM!

THEIR LEADER- THEIR
HOOGAAN
WITCHMAN OF
OUGAAN, AN
EVIL MAN.

THE
WITCHMEN FORCE THEIR
PEOPLE TO REFUSE YOUR
JAEDICAL flue arl.1E_
AFRAID THEIR
POWERS -- -

AGE ELF

YOU AND
!ItTHE DRAFT
LONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
duction too latein the year to fill
FRANKFORT, Ky.-This
draft calls have their liability to
week's column is good news for
induction extended for the first
"draft" regarants who faced
three months of the following
possible induction in February
year. Thus, because there will
or March.
be no draft calls in the first
"Draft" boards have been
three months of 1972 there will
instructed by Selective Service
be no inductions from the 1972
Director Curtis W. Tarr to
extended priority selection
cancel outstanding induction
group.
orders for more than 11,000
Service
Selective
The
young men who are now in a
directive also set RSN 200 as a
postponed status.
administrative
temporary
They,as well as all the 115,000
processing ceiling for the men
members of the 1972 extended
group, lacing possible induction during
selection
priority the remaining months of 1972.
become eligible to be moved
Men who reach_ age 20 during
Into the reduced selection
the
1972 who are in 1-A with RSN's
ending
group, thus
of 200 and above-as well as
possibility of their receiving
older men with RSN's of 200 and
"draft" orders, txcept in the
event of a national emergency. above who drop or lose deferments-will be reclassified into
This action by the national
Class 1-H, an administrative
director followed an earlier
holding category, and will not
annovricentent_ the Secretarx
no be processed any Either for
otDefense thiit-Wibre
possible induction.
draft call in February . or
Tarr emphasized that the
March.
RSN 200 ceiling was a temIn the event you did not read
or hear Dr. Tarr's important
porary measure and that the 1are
we
announcement,
H processing ceiling would be
repeating it as follows:
lowered at a future date.
A 1-H cutoff ceiling will form
"Affected by the order on
canceling induction notices are the draft pool and registrants
those young men whose original with numbers under the ceiling
1971 induction dates were will be actively p_roceit
postponed to the first cell in Those with RSN's above the 1-H
1971,' or 'until further notice,' cutoff, such as those in the 1972
as well as those whose post- pool, will be reclassified into
ponements of induction were Class 1-H and will not be conscheduled to terminate on a sidered further unless there is a
tary
April
major ...change in
Initial postponements which manpower needs.
This action in no way relates
were extended to dates later
than March are not affected by to the lottery drawing held Feb.
2,- 1972, since that lottery dealt
the directives.
"The 1972 extended priority with registrants eligible for
selection group consists of men induction in calendar year
who became eligible for in- 1973."
Each registrant whose induction in 1971, but did not
TeceiveinduStion ORtiSes,lbese dactIO11 _order is_ canceled willmen had to be at least 20 years be receiving a letter from his
of age and 1-A on Dec. 31, 1971, local board informing him of the
and have lottery numbers lower cancellation. If your induction
was postponed and you have
than RSN 126.
"Under Selective Service been resoleduled to report for
Directives, registrants with induction prior to April 1972,
lottery numbers lower than the and you don't receive such
highest number reached during notification
shortly,
we
the year (RSN 125 in 1971) who recommend you contact your
become 1-A and liable to in- local board.

(ipen Mon.
6;30 p.m. t

SIMILARITY— 'Model is surrounded by latest n
featherweight wigs shown at New York couture show. Mali era are working on a hair covering that "defies detection."

ACROSS
1 Deposited
6 Sweet.
potatoes
9 Mournful
12 Assistant
13 Leave out
14 Cravat
15 Inclined
17 Note of scale
/8 Mountain in
Crete
19 Artificial alloy
of gold
21 Pertaining to
punishment
23 Frightens
27. Football
_ingition (abbr.)
25 Talk Idly
29 Spider's trap
31 Resort
34 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
35 Place
37 High mountain
air Sysiabel4er-silver
40 Number
Insane
42
44 Got up
46 Teutonic deity
48 Heavy rainfalls
50 Beg
53 Christmas
carol
54 Communist
55 Note of scale
57 Makes suaable
61 Number
62 Word of sorrow
64 Gull-like bird
65 Total
66 Spar
67 Silkworm

Phone 7&
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Crossword Puzzle
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011101R 13011 0030
10 Opera by Verdi
000 00000 OMB
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110 M000000 00
16 Hold in high
033000 000030
20 Cry like cat
200M0
001003
3 Artificial
language
4 Leaves
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Miaskhe elace
36 B
38
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Man's
nickname
26 Trumpeted
30
45 Preposition
loudly
47 Sun god
32 T lygone by 49 Cook in oven
50 Malay canoe
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1
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REAL ESTATE FOR SAalREAL ESTATE FOR SALE
PI STORY BRICK Veneer on
Elm Street. Basement, four
bedrooms, dining room, kitchen,
baths, large living room with
fireplace. Phone 753-8556. F14C

40 ACRES of good farm land, 12 1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low 11 CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES,
F14C make excellent pets. Phone 753miles west of Murray, half mile mileage. Phone 767-2032.
F14C
3110.
South off Highway 54. Priced at
$150.00 per acre. For information
REGISTERED IRISH Setter, six
F14C
phone 753-8072.
months old, from champion field
and show lines. $50.00. Phone 438F14C
2437.

Plate Lunches $1.10
Choice of one meat and three vegetables.
Salction Varied daily. Served Noon and Night
+
The R.B. Parker Farm, 611aerea,-194 miles East of
W
Murray on Outland School Road. Highly fertile crop land.
Homemade chili
Spaghetti
_ Good 2 bedroom cottage with bath.-2 excellent metal grain
Shrimp plate
Open
Sandwiches
.3_0 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
6:
bins, holding 6,600 bushels. Over 2,000 ft. road frontage,
1-Bone steak
Salads
only 1,600 feet to public water main. This property has
Rib Eye steak Pies
high potential for farming, developing or recreational
Phone 753-4421
Shakes
activity.
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University In2opestaurant
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ALUMINUM
PLATES

FOR RENT
THREE ROOMS and bath furnished apartment, downtown.
Plenty of parking. Central gas
heat, carpeting, good appliances.
Prefer single or couple.
Reasonable rent with all utilities
paid. Phone 753-5617 or 753Fl5C
1257.

Contact: Beach Craigmyle Citizens
Fidelity Bank &Trust Co.

23-1/16x35"
REFRIGERATOR, APART.009 Thick
Rent A New
MENT size electric range, small
These plates are perfect cabinet, 220 electric heater
Small light-line stove, radios.
for siding or roofing
Blue Luster
Fl4P
North 12th Street.
barns, for placing
SHAMPOOER
30" ELECTRIC STOVE, $45.00.
around bottom of
19" portable TV, $20.00. 21"
mobile homes to keep
Zenith color TV, new picture
WESTERN AUTO
out the wiod_.and snow, tube, $145.00. 1964 Chevrolet van
Home of
truck, $195.00. Bed frame,
for muff utter
mattress and box,425.00. Phone
The Wishing Well
uses such as
Fl4C
436-5570.
"building our
HONDA 160 CL. Phone 753mice or rats.
F14C LOOKING FOR semi-retired
9974.

25' each

'Pro

Ledger & Times

ii

Wham

A.

, south loth &me::

CURTIS-MATHIS

'e 31

32

Frazier
travels
long road

TV SERVICE CENTER

IT BLUEMARLIN

45

se c•S 60

Inc.

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

753-7278

Protect Your Home!

•

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

•

Corning Ware

TrioReg.Set
$19.!0

Sale

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

ELECTROLUX

- DIRECT SERVICE

Wise Families

ISAJtE

with Shoe, Repairs
gho
Shop

ii

•

000

Virgo= .
Bernstein
has drive

Question: "Leonard Bernstein drew a ten-minute ovation
recently, when he conducted
his 1,000th concert for the New
York Philharmonic. What say
his stars - can Lenny ever top
that moment?"
Answer: We believe he can,
but before we tell you why, let's
have a look at music's mellowing prodigy.
This after all is the American
STintyafinie parking on both sides of Olive St.,
boy wonder, wilt) _.. gave us
-(For Customers OnlyT
"Wonderful Town" and "West
Side Story." How long have we
all known and loved nun? His
I TERRY Shoernaket,ltoute 2, DO YOU want to bet your house)
Louisville, Ky. P.O. Bea 1140 or Phone 502.587-1151.
aristocratic features are older
Hazel, will not be responsible for won't catch on fire? That's
now and the unruly hair is silany debts other than my own exactly what you're doing if you
ver. Yet the Tire, the energy,
brick.
bedroom
LARGE
TWO
gas
home,
bedroom
1972.
2
after February 8,
NICE
don't have adequAte fire
couple to live in small house on the enthusiasm are still there.
F16P protection. Why not see Doug Has large den, living room, central heat, fire place,
Terry Shoemaker
take
help
and
Road
APRICOT POODLE puppies, 8 Glendale
How long since he tugged at our
dining room, kitchen with built-in carpet, drapes, good location to
Willoughby at ME& Insurance
weeks old. Phone 753-3056. F14C care of adjoining grounds. If heartstrings with his songs
stove and dishwasher. Carpeted grocery, hospital and school. Call at
tection you
interested phone 753-1274. Fl5C "Maria" and "Tonight?" Study
ELEXTROLUX SALES & Ser- Company for the
throughout. Carport with outside Possession with deed and only
1971 EAGLE MOBILE home,
his horoscope and you'll find
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. need. Homeowners, farm storage. See at 1309 Overby. For
WANTEIL _TO_ RENT
the potential was there, on the
12'x60', two bedrooms, two full
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- owners, mobile homeowners and appointment phone 705-11866.FUG $9,500.00.
- Good tWO bedroom home, nice
103 14.-4111-St
day he was born.
baths, fully carpeted, central air
TFC renters insurance. Phone 753mington, Kentucky.
RENT land for soy
lot, quite street, needs some
1222.
Fl5P
That day was Aug. 25, 1918;
conditioning. Phone 753-7606 WANT TO
BY OWNER three bedroom repair. Selling to settle estate.
Murray, Ky.
F17C beans, approximately 100-acres. the place was Lawrence, Mass.
around noon.
.house with air conditioner, Give us a bid.
Ovie Ward,4924591.
____•11r1SP A solar chart for our subject redrapes and some carpeting. 204 2 nice lots in Westwood Subveals that Bernstein iS - just
Buying
Phone 753-- ...414.ebdurr, rendre° build and only M A4M4Ilti A MOBILE -+112212e; el'ARADE'R. COAL Company-has
111124T-418-61PV-- tsfety -- 4 VirgbatT. He Wart&
F14C $2,200.00 each.
8213.
13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach plenty of 7x4 washed lump and
ucated at Boston Latin and
good used travel graduated from Harvard.
Remember ... Only
Good year round cottage on Estates. Central heat and air, all No. 6 oil treated stoker coal. The WANT TO BUY
753Phone
22' long.
Legend states that he made a
SMALL FARM: good location; Kentucky Lake in nice sub- electric, heat tape, underpenned. best is cheaper. Stamper Coal trailer, 20' or
Fl6P
profound impression on such
business or future investment. division. Water, electricity and Two bedrooms, large bath, Company, 501 West Broadway, 5493.
musical greats as Dmitri
mile
East Murray, ap- etc. Two bedrooms, living room, washer and dryer included, fully Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247offers the 8-Year Pro-Rate Picture Tube Warranty! One
F15P
Mitropoulos, Fritz Reiner and
proximately 10 acres pasture. den, large kitchen, on large carpeted, new drapes, recently 1808.
Aaron Copland. We do know for
painted. Many other extras. You
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. shady lot. $9,000.00.
that in 1943, at the tencertain
by
Drive
Blood
lot
see
in
ust
shady
appreciate.
to
75':185'
7 room house, Nice
_
Cozy older
Go on a "Health & Wealth
der age of 25, Leonard Bern• ph. 753-58e,(modern. For appointment call River subdivision for only and look, then call for ap- Kick With Our
stein took up the baton and conCeL er
.
Central Shoppinl
pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or
TFC $425.00.
ve, 436-2173.
VEGETABLE PLATE
ducted the New York PhilharReal
6C
&
March
(work).
Insurance
762-2851
Galloway
3 for $.69 Here or Go
monic. He became an instant
Estate Agency, Murray, Kencelebrity and has been amazSERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
F14C TAPPAN AVOCADO green gas
tucky. Phone 753-5842.
ing, astonishing and delighting
stove, used 8 months. Phone 753:FOP. ALL your home additions, BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
us ever since.
CLUB
F15C
alterations, remodeling, etc. also bank gravel, fill dirt and CORNER LOT, Henry and South 3610 or 753-2818.
Joe
His early fame was forecast
SMOKIN'
OUT
COME
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
Wed. Night
by Neptune I inspiration) and
Free Estimates. Phone 753topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or 16th Street. Exceptionally nice.
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will Frasier - The Champ Nobody
TFC 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
Venus (the arts) which are toHE MEN-SAY-SHUN, ‘123.
TFC To settle Loyd Henry Estate. Call LECTRIC STOVE,_ $25.00, finance two-thirds at 9135.00 a K*;by Phil Pepe; Coward,
r72-1tp
8-12
gether in early Leo, plus
Eunice M.Henry,753-2663. Fl5P Refrigerator, $25.00. Good cook
& Geoghegan, Inc.;
McCann
month. Call 753-6202 or 753Saturn, which is at the hardstove, $45.00. 1958 Ford wagon.
224 pages; $6.95.
TFC
3648.
driving nineteenth degree of
right,
208)
turn
92
Two
out
miles
SALE
FOR
IMESEZITMATE on nelit&C
AUTOS
1..eo. We are told this degree
Reviewed By
JIMMIES
1,1011111
ate miles to Pleasenf Valley
'Installation. Phone 753-7050.
produces an inner drive for
FRANK MACOMBER
rat Yaw Home
Ars Poison
FOR RENT
1972 CHEVELLE SS 350 cubic Church, second house on right:
success which will be satisfied
News
Service
Copley
15C
F
Jackson.
Robert
air
inch, V8, power steering,
with nothing less. All these
fil
If You
conditioning, 3 speed, automatic
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
016'01
planets in a Fire sign gave
11
Phil Pepe is one of the
transmission, factory stereo tape TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. available. For , information er-generation sportswriters
young Lenny his undoubted
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
player and radio. Phone 753stage presence and kept him
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal who has watched professional
OAC1411$
a
$135.00
at
two-thirds
Fl6C finance
3111.
Phone.
Savings and Loan, Main Street in boxing decline from the glory constantly in the public eye.
Carry Germs
month.Call 753-6202 or 753His Sun is in the first degree
TFc: Murray or plain 753.7931. ITC }weirs of the Jack Dempseys
3648.
- are Joe Wiling- and now is OF Virgb,- a -highly critical
1971 FORD STATION wagon,
Zodiac sign. His TV lectures
waiting to see if it can make a
automatic
country squire
Before 5:00 p.m.
OLD UPRLGETjian0 Very good TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile comeback in America.
are a perfect example of Virgo
cruise-o-rnatir,
transmission,
Of
condition.. Phone 753-4447 after from Murray. Phone Jimmy
During the watching and doing,its own thing, astrologipower steering, brakes, windows
F22P
522-6332.
Cadiz
Stallons,
P.M.and all day Saturwaiting Pepe has kept an eye cally aTua musically. It is not
and seats. Air conditioning, 510
F14C
day.
on a proud and hard-working enough for Virgo that you enjoy
stereo AM and FM, trailer hitch.
FURNISHED 2 bedroom brick black man who left a dirt farm a composition; you must also
Between 6:00 p.m.
Price $3,850.00. Phone 753REGISTERED Toy Poodle duplex, electric heat, air con- in South Carolina to become the understand it and learn some- .
AICC
F14C
.
3078.
7:00 p.m. In The
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
puppies, 6 weeks old. Special ditioning and carpet. Available undisputed heavyweight cham- thing about its composer.
The planet Mercury rules his
pion of the world. Sc when Joe
Evening
prices of $50.00 and $60.00. Phone now!809N. 16th. Phone 753a
day
the
...
year
round
Summer
Winter
and
Fl4C Frazier made it big and ham- chart and his creativity. It is loFI6C 5140
If you know your route
1969 CORVETTE convertible. 753-4469 after 6:00p m
mered the heavyweight title cated fifteen Virgo, a fortunate
boy's number, please call
P.T.; AM-FM radio. $3,000. Will
placement. Authors Jane
him first. If you get no
OFFICE SPACE, adequate out of Muhammad All in March
sell or trade. Phone 753-2562.Fl4C
results then call John
parking space. 711 Main Street. of 1971 at Madison Square Gar- Adams and Grace Metalious
had the Sun here. Note that
Pasco , Jr. at the above
Phone 753-7846 or 753-1409. F16C den, Pepe was ready.
and
1970 MODEL TRIUMPH 500.
Bernstein is an author as well The result is an absorbing
number during the hours
Phone
shape.
motor,
good
New
narrative abota this son of a . as a composer.
Lee
VALARAH.,
listed
BEAUTIFUL
F14C
753-8527.
his . This is the man who said,"To
Apartment, unfurnished, 2 sharecropper who pounded
live with myself, I must conThe
fortune.
and
fame
to
way
100S 13th Street
kitchen,
Murray, Ky.
bedroom, living room,
fame was slow in coming, how- tinue to do everything better
1968 COUGAR, yellow, vinyl roof,.
Nite
or
Day
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
753.3914
Phone
than I've done it before."
U.S. COAST
air, disc brakes, power steering,'
Dishwasher, ever,for until he battered down
conditioned.
His energy sparkplug is
Frazier
Joe
Home
Ali,
Muhammad
Owned
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Nixon .

trXentucky News Roundup Garland Neale
Funeral
McKEE, Ky.( AP)-Funeral services were held for an 18-yearold youth who died after an attempted rescue of four children wha
died in a residential blaze nine days ago.
Jim Vickers was buried yesterday. He died Friday at the
University of Kentucky Medical Center.
Vickers and his uncle, Carlos Gabbard, fled from Gabbard's
burning home, then tried to re-enter it to save the four children.
Killed were the Gabbard's 10-year-old son and three young
nieces and nephews. Six other relatives escaped with minor injuries as the fire destroyed the frame house.

(Coadmied frem Page 1)

Passes Away
Sunday Morning

Garland Neale, prominent
former County official and
farmer passed away Sunday, at
ten a.m. in the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
where he had been a patient for
several days. He was 87 years
old.
Student Code
Mr. Neale was born August
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP)-The question of a revised student
code for the University of Kentucky could come before trustees at 23, 1884 at Dexter. He was
graduated from the "old" Hazel
tomorrow's board meeting in Elizabethtown.
Separate revisions have been drafyed by the university ad- High School and in his early
years taught at various schools
ministration and by the student government.
The student version of the code recommends an emergency in Calloway County. He was
council to advise university officials in case of a campus married in 1914 to Mary Armdisturbance. The president would be required to consult the strong, who preceeded him in
death in January 1951.
council before declaring an emergency.
He was active in local and
The administration's proposals deal with the confidentiality of
student records, according to Dean of Students Jack Hall. He says county polities, serving ttithe plan, which he developed, recommends inclusion of Lexington Deputy under-- three
Technical Institute under the code. It also provides random Court Clerks,. including Mrs.
selection of judicial board members. The board handles cases Neale who was County Court
Clerk for 12 years. He and MrsInvolving student offenses.
Neale also traveled as Auditors
•
•
for the Commonwealth of
Camden
yenti
PARIS, Ky.( AP)-Services will be held tomorrow for 83-year- Itudry for several
In the
instrument*
wag
Senator
U.
S.
the
former
old Mrs. Johnson N.-Camden, widow of
organization of Local Draft
from Kentucky.
ihrved as its
Mrs. Johnson died Saturday at her Runnymede Farm home Board No. 20 and
secretary.
first
highest'
medal,
Abe
papal
near here. She was a recipient of a
He was a member of the Good
award given to women by the Roman Catholic Church.
Shepherd United Methodist
Church, the former New Hope
Utilities
LEXINGTON,Ky.( AP)-The Kentucky Utilities Co. will spend Church.
Survivors include one son,
$76.5 million this year on two environmental programs.
Neale of Murray, two
Skip
President W. A. Duncan said Saturday $56 million wills° to a
Neale of
-4
" brothers, Bryan
plant being constructed at Ghent in Carroll County.
The 510-megawatt plant,slated to go into commercial operation Murray, Laymon Neale of
in the spring of 1974, will include equipment designed to eliminate Oakland, California, one sister,
98 per cent of particulate matter emitted through the Mrs. Reed (Bessie) Gay of
smokestacks. Additional'clean-air prolectios will codle from a Hardin, and one niece, Mrs.
_
_ ..11enu Maddoicof Murrax•RoiAte
. .
*660-foot smokestack. se--Another environmental program will involve the installation of Four.
Graveside services will be
equipment at generating units built in the 1950's and 1960's, prior
to the wide use of electrostatic precipitators. These will be in- held Tuesday, at ten a.m. at the
stalled on all KU coal-burning units by mid-1975 at a cost of more South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, with Dr.
than $14 million, and will replace mechanical dust collers.
This year's construction also calls for spending $11.3 million for H.C. Chiles officiating.
Pallbearers will be Charlie
transmission and distribution lines and for other facilities.
Kimbro-,-Joe-Pat- Carraway,
Yarbrough, Joe
Chester
Meador,Joe Lassiter, and Dave
Triplett.
The Max Churchill Funeral
for
the
Tet
holiday
SAIGON(AP)—A 24-how allied cease-fire
Home is in charge of
halted one of the biggest U.S. air campaigns of the war in South arrangements and friends may
Vietnam today after more than 800 strikes in six days. Scores of
call there.
U.S. bombers were diverted to Laos to attack North Vietnamese
supply lines there.
The allied truce went into effect at 6 p.m. Saigon time, or 5
a.m., EST,17 hours after a four-day Viet Cong cease-fire began.
U.S. troops have been put on a heightened alert for the Tet period
and ordered to stay out of cities and towns except on essential
official business.

World News In Brief

"with a feel for the Peoples Republic of China," including authors, diplomats and journalists, have been tapped, the
White House says.
However, spokesmen
generally shied away from
identifying these sources.
But, it has been disclosed
that the President also read
some works of two China scholars at Harvard: historian John
King Fairbanks book "The
United States and China" and
political scientist Ross Terrill's
two recent articles in the Atlantic Monthly.
Nixon has been clued in by
his advance-team members
with their personal appraisals
from talks in Peking with Chou.
And he has carefully gone over
the stenographic transcripts of
Meetings Kissinger and his deputy, Brig. Gen. Alexander M.
Haig Jr., had with Chou.

Nixon has been getting what
Haig
calls "a spectrum of conBATTLE STATIONS-U.S44avy fighti,r-hombers are catapulted off the deck of the USS COW
viewpoints on the vanflicting
acrosssotvietuainmorethans
South Vietnam.i
stenatknsteringtGtflTwkinfnissio:sagainstenemyptionsin
- ous aspects of the China problanehdtsbiggesraerialampign
rUntedSah
lem." But, when asked what
months, hoping to crush a Communist buildup along South Vietnam's western borders.
,-the
main problems are, Haig
Wirephoto)
(AP
dodged: "I can't get into that."
Henry Kissinger has been
conferring with Asian scholars
since early in the Nixon admin(Cathleen from Page 1)
istration, intensifying his efrnented: "It's more complex which he built was largely genforts in the past six or seven
than you ever think. You uine." It noted that the Irving
months since the closely held
haven't seen the bottom line work and the Dietrich memsecret of-the China trip was fiyet. There is going to be some oirs, which were ghost written
nally let -out.
big news breaking. So be care- by Phelan, were identical in
On his own staff and in the
Verna
Mrs.
claimed
Death
subject matter at many points.
Shelton Edwards of 303 South official party, Nixon has men
Time's parent firm, Time,
•'Irving could have come into
who have studied China for
Inc., owns Life magazine, possession of the Phelan ver- 6th Street, Murray, on Satur:man* yearir Two.who are go.,
Murrayeigapzo_at
the
at
day
which:had purchased the
sion, alting with /39- pages of
ing gong, John Holdridge, sencation rights to the book from the transcript of tape-recorded Calloway County Hospital. She
ior member of the NSC staff,
age.
years
of
87
was
Co.
for
McGraw-Hill Publishing
interviews with Dietrich, some
and Alfred
S. Jenkins, the
preceded
was
Edwards
Mrs.
$250,000. Last week Life can- time in the last year. Then with
State Department's director for
celed the contract after decid- the help of a researcher, his in death by her first husband
Jesse L. Shelton, on March 2, Asian Communist affairs, speak
ing the book was a hoax.
own imagination, and informaChinese.
In its story Sunday, Time tion supplied by current or for- 1939, and her second husband,
One thing his advisers think
magazine said that Irving ad- mer Hughes weanelates, /ruing Neuitt Edwards on August 29,
Maim -has going for him Is that
She
was
a
1960.
mitted through his lawyer in concocted The Autobiography
Elm Grove Baptist Chirch. the advance teams report every
the U.S. attorney's office last
sign from the Chinese suggests
week that "his baroquely de- of Howard Hughes," Time Mrs. Edwards was born
they want this trip to go well,
Calloway
in
said.
21,
1884,
November
tailed scenario was a fraud."
Time said eventually Dietrich County and her parents were too. And, as one advancer put
Time said the admission became dissatisfied with Phe- the late Oliver Swift and Julia it: "They're great organizers."
Nixon has had the aid of a
came after Irving's researcher, lan's work and settled with him Carson Swift.
Survivors are one daughter, house expert of his own since
Richard Suskind, told author- for $40,000.
(Hallie) last August, when he named
Elsworth
He then hired Associated Mrs.
ities that contrary to his earlier
affidavit he had never seen Press writer Bob Thomas, who Williams of 307 South Third Richard H. Solomon, University
also does free-lance writing, -Stfeet, -Murray; five sons, of Michigan political sci
Howard Hughes.
Time -safil--'illrvingiaL--issax and the completed workJc_W,. _Cletus Shelton of Dexter Route professor, as a consultant on
One, Jesse 0. Shelton of the China trip. Among his
worked because the base on be published this month.
Interviewed Sunday on NBC- Paducah, Vesta L. Shelton of duties, Solomon said, was prepTV, Phelan termed the Irving Hazel Route Two, Holland C. aration of background papers
work "a very expensive dead Shelton of Farmington, and and briefings on the internal
Funeral services for Herbert
horse" and said it was "un- T.G. Shelton of 1709 Calloway, political situation in China.
Blair Felts, Dodson Avenue,
Nixon has available all sorts
questionably" a hoax.
Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Murray, were held Sunday at
of advice-even down to the
in
episodes
three
He
cited
Mrs.
and
Tidwell
(Cora)
Linn
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Irving's book that he termed Frank (Leila) Lawrence, both Chinese cuisine. While memMax Churchill Funeral Home
"totally false, and this involves of Murray, and Mrs. Roscoe bers of Nixon's first advance
with Rev. James E. Bean,
a Hughes meeting with Albert (Carrie) McNabb of Almo team were so close-mouthed
pastor of the Salem Baptist
Schweitzer; it involves Hughes Route One; one brotheraiarper they wouldn't even talk to reChurch near Lynn Grove, at'
-piiiWri-about -Whit they
The funeral for Mrs. Rebert meeting Ernest Hemingway Swift of Murray Route Two;
• • •
now leaking a_lew
think, a trip to Eth- nine grandchildren;-seven
Pallbearers Were Frankie Ill;.4Beverly FaY)Kinnard 15aa and also, I
- bits. It is learned, for e
these things didn't great grandchildren.
Valentine
Murray,
will
iopia
...
Avenue,
Johnny
Cooper,
Lloyd
05iVer,
that one dish they were served
so he apparently
Funeral services will be held
Cooper, Stanley Hargrove, be held today at four p.m. at the happen, and
included sea slugs.
them up."
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Clayton Hargrove, and Ronnie chapel of the Blalock-Coleman just made
"Distinct and different," was
his feelings about Irv- chapel
Rev.
Asked
Funeral
Home
with
Hargrove.
of the Blalock- Coleman
Haig's appraisal of that dish,
crusty 83-yearDietrich,
a
ing,
Randolph
Allen,
pastor
of
the
Burial was in the Salem
Funeral Home with Rev. R.G. "it wasn't
in any way shocking
AP interview,
with
the Northside Baptist Church, old, said in an
Cemetery
Shelton of Henderson ofthe
to me."
in
poke
him
to
"I'd like
arrangements by the Max officiating.
ficiating.
And a number of Nixon stafInterment will be in Ashpoint, nose."
Churchill Funeral Home.
Pallbearers will be Steve fers rate the Peking duck
Hughes' chief
was
Dietrich
Maine.
The
Blaloack-Coleman
Felts, age 21, was pronounced
Shelton, Andy *Rogers, Jerry great.
32 years.
dead on arrival at the Murray- Funeral Home is on charge of aide for
of how the Phe- Shelton, Brice Ratterree, Larry
question
The
the
arrangements.
Calloway County Hospital on
Mrs. Kinney, age 40, died lan manuscript apparently fell Overbey, and Michael Shelton.
Friday after suffering fatal
Interment will be in the Elm
Irving's hand remains uninjuries in a car and truck Saturday at 3:30 a.m. at into
Grove Cemetery with the
answered.
Lourdes
Hospital,
Paducah,
collision at 5:45 p.m. on HighIrving, whose seven earlier arrangements by the Blalockway 121 (Coldwater Road) in after sustaining injuries in a car
(Continued from Page 1)
books never brought him fame, Coleman Funeral Home where
front of the Calloway County and truck collision on Highway
originally maintained that he friends may call.
Judging will be based on
121
(Coldwater
Road)
in
front
Fairgrounds.
Hughes after sending him
general attitudes, social
The young Murray man was of the Calloway County met
copy of his last book,
a
behavior, personality
Fairgrounds
on
Friday
at
5:45
-employed at the General Tire
"Fake!"
knowledge of DECA,knowledge
Company, p.m. She was given emergency
Rubber
and
McGraw-Hill_gave him three
of _Kentucky, appearance, and
Mayfield. He had served three treatment at the Murraycheckillatiding WON for
charm.
Most of the judging sea
Calloway
County
Hospital
and
years in the U.S. Army with 1 VI
be done prior to the beauty
transferred to the Paducah transmittal to Hughes for the
years service in Vietnam
material. Later Irving acknowlcontest when the contestants
He is survived by his parents, hospital.
edged that his wife deposited
will have a buffet dinner with
The
Murray_
woman
had
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Felts of
LONDON (API - Electric the judges at the Holiday Inn.
and subsequently withdrew
Mayfield Route Seven; grand- resided in Murray for about two
Music will be provided by
husband, Robert them from a Swiss bank ac- power cuts brought on by Britmothers, Mrs. Alma Cooper of years. Her
Kinney
with
the
U. S. Coast count she opened in the name ain's coal strike threw thou- Mrs. Donna Tolley, acMayfield Route Seven and Mrs.
companied by a piano, John
Guard, also sustained cuts, of "Helga R. Hughes." But he sands out of work today.
Payne Ivey of Mayfield Route
St. Valentine's Day became McKee, playing the flute, and
maintained that the banking arabrasions,
and
an
injury
of
the
Mrs.
Two; great grandmother,
chest. He was admitted to the rangement was ordered by "misery Monday" across the Larry Slinker, playing the
Lennie Mays of Mayfield; one
nation. The stock market plum- guitar.
Murray-Calloway County Hughes.
sister, Mrs. Janet West of
Swiss authorities said Mrs. meted and the value of the
Hospital
but
The local DECA chapter of
was
released
on
Murray Route Seven; one
Sunday, according to hospital Irving took part of the money pound sterling dropped.
Murray High School wishes to
brother, Jimmy Felts, Dodson
The government warned of a extend thanks to Merle Norman
she withdrew and put it in anofficials.
Avenue, Murray.
Mrs. Kinney was a member of other Swiss bank. Time said possible total shutdown in two Studios and to Gene & Jo's
the West Rockport, Maine, the Irvings "are believed to weeks if the strike of min- Florist.
Baptist Church, but she and her have spent about $100,000 of the eworkers doesn't end.
All friends of DECA and the
Violent clashes between pick- Murray High School Chapter of
family attended thCriorthside money, and authorities have
Baptist Church cf! U. S Highway been unable to account for an- eting mineworkers and police DECA are invited to attend.
broke out in a number of points cordial invitation is also ex$1n
00
0,000."
other e
Federal State Market News 641 North while in Murray.
noted that in the whole in England and Scotland.
Survivors
are
her
tended to the public to be
husband,
1972
Feb.
14,
Service Mon.
Rail services around London present at the crowning of the
affair of the manuscripts there
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Robert R. Kinney of Murray;
"one curiosity: the writing and other industrial centers new DECA Sweetheart at the
Market report includes 9 buying parents, Mr. and Mrs. Archford was
the Irving manuscript is were disrupted. Thousands ar- Baptist Student Union Center
In
Haskins
of
Rockport,
Maine;
Stations
much better than that in the rived at their offices to be told Feb. 14, at 7:30.
Receipts: Act. 1830 Est. 1000 three daughters, Mrs. David
Phelan version. It is ironic that to go home because of power
Barrows and Gilts steady, in- (Jennifer) Deas of Gorham,
Irving may be more convincing cuts in sector after sector.
stances $.25 lower, Sows steady Maine, Mrs. Gary (Narda )
The picture in industry was
as a forger than as an author
Page
of
1402
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Street,
to 75 cents higher advance on
confused but it was clear that
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Howard Hughes...

Death Claims
Mrs. Edwards
Here Saturday

Herbert B. Felts----Fineral Services
Held On Sunday

KARACHI, Pakistan AP)-President Zulfikar All Bhutto of
Pakistan announced today that he plans to meet Prime Ministers
Indira Gandhi of India etnd Mujibur Rahman of Bangladesh
shortly. Details of the meeting are still being worked out, Bhutto
said.
Meanwhile,Sen. Edward Kennedy arrived in Dacca today for a
30-hottr vtto Bangladesh. The Massachusetts Democrat told a
ctieering audience at Dacca University, "The people of America
were with you in recent months, although our government was
not". He added that he expects the Nixon-administratiow_to-wwir
out a new policy toward Bangladesh.
LONDON(AP)-The stock market plummeted and the value of
the pound sterling dropped today as electric power cuts brought
on by a coal strike threw thousands out of work in Britain. St.
Valentine's Day became "misery Monday" across the nation.
The opposition Labor party prepared a motion of censure in the
House of Commons against the Conservative government. Violent
clashes between picketing mineworkers and police broke out in a
number of points in England and Scotland.
BELFAST ( AP)-Four bombs exploded in the Belfast area
today as the Irish Republican Army pressed on with its battle to
endliorthern Ireland's battle with Britain. No one was reported
injured in the blasts. The bombs wrecked a bank, and office
building and a furniture store and extensively damaged a paint
store.
On Sunday, 4,000 Catholics staged another prohibited but
peaceful march to demand immediate withdrawal of British
troops from the province, abolition of the provincial Parliament
and a halt to the jailing of guerrilla suspects without trial.
NEW YORK (AP)-Time magazine, calling author Clifford
Irving "Con Man Of the Year", says much of his "autobiography" of Howard Hughes was pirated and that Irving admitted the hoax in an effort to spare his wife from jail.
Publishing side-by-side excerpts from Irving's book and an
earlier unpublished manuscript by writer James Pheland, Time
concluded Sunday that "the instances of duplicated material are
numerous. In some cases the books are virtually identical in
detail." •

People In The News
CHIANG MAI, Thailand ( AP)-Queen Elizabeth has visited a
huge darn-and a mountaintop palace as she continues a state visit
to this Southeast Asian nation.
Thousands of school children 'ere on hand Sunday as the
Queen, Prince Philip and Princess Anne landed at Chiang Mai's
airport and then drove in a royal motorcade to King Bhurnibol's
palace on Doi Suthep mountain.
The king uses the palace as a base when involved in efforts to
eradicate the cultivation of opium plants among the hill tribes of
the surrounding area.
Earlier, the queen and her party attended services at the small
Christ church in Bangkok and flew to Thailand's largest
hydroelectric project, Bhumobol Dam in Tak province.
VATICAN CITY(API-Pope Paul has consecrated 19 bishops
from 13 countries, including the Dutch conservative, the Most
Rev. Jan Gijsen.
Vatican observers gave special significance to the prominent
role given Holland's liberal primate,. Bernard Cardinal Alfrink,
as co-consecrant along with William Cardinal Conway of Ireland.
"We must ensure the t'll*ch's unity, in obedience and love,"
_ Pftpe Pacil Apld the newly consecrated
§11/14iiifieforaginautir hitt. Petal'
cli
Two Americans were among the 19 conseerated. They are the
Most Rev: Edward Heston of South Bend)Ind., president of the
Vatican's Conanurritations Comnitsaton,,hixttheNioik11011.,
Edward T. O'Meara, auxiliary bishop of St. tails,fifo.
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Ray Houston Passes Away —
At Hospital
Ray Houston, retired farmer
of Murray Route Five, Cherry
Corner community, passed
away Saturday at 6:10 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Calloway man was 81
years of age. He and his wife,
the former Ora Geurin, who
survives, had been married for
sixty years. He was born
November 24, 1890, in Calloway
County and was the son of the
late George Houston and Mary
Ann Folk Houston.
Mr. Houston is survived by
his wife; one daughter, Mrs.
Wade (Mary Ruth) Roberts of
urray Route Five; one son,
red Parker Houston of
Paducah; three grandsons,
Donald Houston of Paducah,
Terry'Houston of Lakewood,
Washington, and -Irreddie
Roberts of Murray Route Five;
one gtanddaugliter Mrs. '30e
Shelia) Suiter of Murray Route
Five; three great grandchildren, John RobertACelso,
Jason Suitor, and Lori Roberts.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel'l
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
, Gibson
Home with Rev. RO)
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Aehrey Farrie, Rudolph
Geurin, Will,D. Geurin, Cassel
Garrison, Billy Joe Stubblefield, and Dee Halcomb.
Burial ,will, be in the Hicks
Cemetery
--.7-saidri...,k-rjhef.,-- •
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral flome.

Noble Outland
Dies Friday
Noble Outland of Detroit ,
Mich., formerly of Calloway
County, succembed Friday at
one p.m. at the Mt. Carmel
Hospital there. He was 67 years,
of age.
The deceased was reared and
resided in the Cherry Corner
Conununity before moving to
Detroit, Mich., twenty-five
years ago. He was a member of
a Methodist Church in Detroit,
Mich, His parents were the late
Jaby Outland and Cozy Suratt
Outland of Calloway County.
Mr.Outland is survived by his
wife, Murs. Murell Outland of
Detroit, Mich.; two daughters,
Mrs. Wanda Beauton and Mrs.
Marian Turbitt, both of Detroit,
Mich.; one son, Dale Outland of
Cape Coral, Fla.; three sisters,
Mrs. Guthrie (Estelle) Grogan
Of Murra(Netress)
0%.
Smith of Dearborn; Mich., and
Mrs. Ray ( Euda) Howland of
Earlsboro, Oklahoma; one
brother, C.R. Outland of Cape
Coral,Fla.; five grandchildren.
*Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Norman Culpepper of Jackson,
Tenn., officiating.
Burial will be in the Beech '
Grove Cemetery with the ,
arrangement by the J.,H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call after six p.m.
on Tuesday.

Remap
(Continued from Page 1
Bowling Green, says he will
vote against HB112 in favor of
Freeman's bill to keep Ohio
County unified.
It is unlikely that Freeman's
bill would be considered by the
Senate State Government Committee unless HB112 were defeated on the Senate floor.
However, Freeman didn't rule
out the possibility last week of
offering his entire bill as a
floor amendment to HB112.
Despite their opposition, most
at the senators who say they
plan to vote against HB112 still
feel it will pass and go to Gov.
Wendell Ford for his signature.
There would be nothing to do
then but wait for any suits
which might be filed, at which
point the matter would be out
of the lawmakers' hands, possibly for good.
If HB112 were declared unconstitutional, the court could
throw the matter back into the
legislators' laps or go ahead
and reapportion the state itself.
Itentucky Atty. Gen. Ed Hancock said last wek he hadn't
read111B1/2 and 'couldn't 'my
whether he'd defend it in -court
if it were challenged.' Like ev,-he's going
rid.lee what happens." ,.
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